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The men from Baldwin
Jenkins show their moves to
"Aicha" as the audience
screams in appreciation.
Despite the strong B1
performance, the Warren
Men take away the prize and
win first place overall at
Mock Rock.









professors, the first day of
school had arrived. Cars,
stacked up for blocks,
waiting to enter the campus
which came into focus as cars
crept up to the entrance. Resident
directors and assistants helped
direct traffic and answered the
questions of many confused and
nervous families. After a
tiresome day of moving, and
meeting roommates and dorm
neighbors, the new students were
settled, hoping that nothing had






In the evening, students and
families filled Cowles Memorial
Auditorium for a story of mind and
heart. President Bill Robinson
entered the room on a scooter and
personally welcomed everyone. As
the families exited the auditorium,
the RA's, RD's, and other student
leaders cheered and screamed to
welcome the new students. The
parents left soon after and the real
fun began.
Dorm leadership taught the new
students traditional cheers,
adorning them with the proper
dorm gear needed to show-off
their dorm spirit at the Yell-Off.
Senior KynaHerzinger, a
Stewville tradtitiator, explained




in freshmen residents who had no
idea how cool it was to be a
resident of the Village or Stewart
(or any other dorm)."
The freshmen learned quickly
and showed their pride at the Yell-
Off. Joined by the returning
upper-classmen, everyone
squeezed into Saga to watch the
freshmen represent their dorms.
Hours of preparation paid off
for the Yell-Off and Mock Rock
ceremonies. Orientation succeeded
in welcoming the new students
into the Whitworth community.
'Traditiation got everyone pumped
for the new school year,"freshman
Karli Zimmermann said.
Orientation was a great beginning
that created friendships and









routines to try and
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s another year of late
night studying and
crawling out of bed
for those early rnorni ng
classes started, more than
500 students joi ned




helped over 30 different
organizations as they recieved a
day of service from hundreds of
willing Whitworth hands.
Community Building Day gave
students the opportunity to share
Whitworth's education of both
mind and heart with the rest of
Spokane.
Reflecting on the purpose of
CBD, President Bill Robinson said,
"[Community Building Day] gets
students into the joy and duty of
servi ng others right from the start.
It shows that we're serious about our
desi re for students to use thei r
educations to serve humanity"
After a morning spent at various
service sights located throughout
Spokane, students gathered on
campus to enjoy a barbeque, listened
to friends sing karaoke, and were
inspired by different speakers.
Seniors Ted Bakken and Matt
Johnson, both students and members
of the football team, said
Community Building Day was a
success because "it gave us the
chance to give back to the
community by becoming involved,
and it allowed us the opportunity to
bond with fellow Whit worth
students through service."
All the work done by Jessica
Chapman, 2004 SERVE coordi natal'
and director of CBD, and the
hundreds of students who
participated, proved what "President
Robinson answered when asked
how CBD reflected the mission of
Whitworth. Robinson said, "It puts
legs on the values we claim as a
college. It's meaningful, its fun,

























Top left: Sophomore Jennifer Johnson charges against a Black Plague player during the WWF game. Photo by Christie Stump
Bonom Left: Freshman KaitJin TrOll chows down on pi:l::l:aduring the Royalry Pizza Eanng Contest. Trott was BJ's princess. Pharo by Chelsea Corwin
This page: Senior James Singleton spits some beats during the Homecoming "Perdue" dance. Photo by Galen Sanford
Story by
Amanda Smith
Crimson and blackcovered the campusas Homecoming
Week began and the
students showed their Pirate
spi rit. The festive week began
with traditions like dlrm
decorating and dorm royalty. A
pizza eating contest in the loop
determ ined the titles of
homecoming King aI?d Queen.
Masks, beads, and great food
welcomed the students as they
entered Quail Hail fo~'the Mardi
Gras-themed dinner on Friday
night. The hall was transformed
into New Orleans with music,
food, and fun. The dinner
introduced the theme which made
homecoming feel Jike a
never- endi ng party.
On Saturday morning, alumni,
students and supporters gathered
at Weyerhaeuser Hall for the
Grand Opening evenr A sense of
accomplishment soared through
the supporters as doves were
released and the newest building
was officially added to the
Whitworth community.
The day continued with the
football game against Eastern
Oregon. The Pirates took control
of the game in the beginning with
a 17-7 lead at the end of half-rime.
Eastern Oregon fought hard and
gained on the Pirates. The Pirates
retaliated and won with a close
score of 31-28.Freshman Lindsay
Dalby explained "The night before
the game all the girls IIImy dorm
made Homecoming shirts to show
our Whit worth pride, it was a great
bonding experience!" The game
brought together large numbers of
students in support of the school.
After the game ended, the
powder-puff football game began
between the Black Plague and Red
Dawgs. The Red Dawgs walked
away with the bragging rights after
a tough game.
Despite controversy caused by
advertising, the Homecoming
Dance turned out to be a huge
success. Students came dressed in
masks in keepi ng with the
masquerade theme. Some masks
looked authentic, covered with
feathers and sequins, while others
came as George Bush.
Senior Kyle Snell crushes through an
Eastern Oregon University opponent
during the Homecoming game. The
Pirates went on to defeat the
Mountaineers by a score of 31-28.
Photo by Joe Abbot
Junior Katie Nicholls and
friends dance unmasked
and reveal their true
identity at the Mardi Gras
masquerade dance.
Photo by Galen Sanford
Sophomore Ben King
and dance partner
groove to the slow jams
at the Homecoming
dance.
Photo by Galen Sanford
f a
Lady Margret More,
played by senior Julie
Kurtz, struggles to
understand the






Studentspaced theroom nervouslyawaiting thei r turn
to tryout for the fall play, A
Man for AIl Seasons. After
the students were chosen and
given their parts, the real work
commenced, as actors learn lines,
the stage was created and
costumers began sewing costumes.
'Theatre as a whole requires every
part," senior Jennifer Ingram, and
assistant costumer, said. Ingram
was responsible for a "diverse thirty-
some costumes" attesting to the
value of every person in order for the
play to be a success. Over a month
later, the actors and crew stood
anxiously behind the Cowles
Memorial Auditorium curtain while
Vl e,.
the audience filed in. The stage
brightened and the smell of candles
filled the front row as The Common
Man, junior Darien Brown,
introduced himself and relaxed the
crowd with his humor. Opposite The
Common Man was Sir Thomas
More, played by freshman Andrew
Linstrom. More served as the focus
and moral foundation of the play. He
sheds light on those subjects which
Parliament and King Henry VIn
wanted to twist into self-serving
laws.
Theater Professor Rick Hornor, in
the director's note, wrote "Robert
Bolt (the writer) weaves threads of
integrity, personal responsibility, and
the use of power" into A Man (Dr A11
Seasons. These themes drew the play
together and the audience's attention
to moral ity.
15
Ingram explained a few rea-
sons why this play was chosen,
'With pol itics and war gal ng on
beliefs impact those around us,"
also can be "meaningful on a! I
levels." Audiences for the five paid
shows and several free ones
included the Whitworth
community, Spokane community,
(student and elderly care facility
resides included) and Parent's
Weekend visitors. Ingram
observed "A lot of diversity among
[the] cast" caused in part by the
difference in age and experience.
"Overwhel m ingly positive;'
was Andrew Linstrom's reaction
to the community within the cast,
The relationships within the
cast created unity and trust.
Ingram agrees, "By the end


































into the dining hall to
enjoy a scrumptious feast
consisting of many different
culturaJ foods. The students
involved in the International
Banquet formed a long
assembly line to welcome
the guests, and international
club students kindly escorted
them to thei r seats.
Dinner included great
dishes from many parts of the
Cambodian dances, contem-
porary Swedish dancing and
singing. to familiar American
entertainment. Based on their
enthusiastic reaction, the audi-
ence seemed to Jove every
performance.
Freshman Cam Tu Nguyen
performed a Vietnamese
dance. "1 enjoyed sharing a
part of my culture to
everyone. It felt like a




shared many different cul-
tures with who attended the
International Banquet.
world. Plates filled with
appetizers, salad, main
courses and desserts
represented countries such as
Egypt and France. After a
tasteful trip around the world,
the guests excitedly made
thei r way over to the
auditorium to watch the
entertai nment portion of the
evening.
Many others who came
solely for the entertainment
portion of the banquet-joined
the dinner guests. There was
hardly a seat left in Cowles
Auditorium. The audience



















attaches blank sheets of
paper to garbage bags that
lined the walls and ceiling
of the "strobe wall." This was
the last segment of the








applies make-up to a






and a werewolf jumping
through a window were
some of the elements of
Mac Haunted House. The
haunted house took two days
of set up and on the day of
the event, the men of
McMillan Hall worked twelve
hours straight putting on the
finishing touches.
Over $700 was raised by
scaring more than 300 people
within the Whitworth
community. When asked how
the men chose what to use to
scare people with, freshman
Curtis Flournoy III said, "a
couple guys asked me if it
would be okay to do a KKK
thing on the second floor and I
said, 'What the heck? Ncl'"
Respecting his wishes, the men
used raw chicken as the
muscles of a dummy being
eaten By savages. The haunted
tour started at 9pm and lasted
until 2 in the morning.
Starring in Ballard, last
minute tickets were bought and
groups of no more than ten
were formed. The women of
Ballard set up a movie, I Know
What }6u Did Last Summer, to
get people in a scary mood.
Ballard women and other
volunteers arrived to be tour guides
sharing a story with the group
explaining the background and the
history of the haunted McMillan
Hall. Towards the beginning of the
tour, some students were arranged
in large groups and got lost, having
to find their own way through the
house. Freshman Sharon Tabor
said, "A couple of us got separated
from the rest. The Mac guys were
really nice though and helped us
back to our group."
Mac Haunted House was an
overall frighten ing event for
participants. Tabor enjoyed the
experience although she had "never
been so scared in all my Life:'





























n October 8, the Cafe was packed with people anticipating Warren Peace. Warren Hall's
Oannual concert event was held in the fall instead of the spring due to the fear of concertburn ut. Planning for the event began in the summer because of the scheduling change.
Renee Huggins, senator of warren started planning for acts as early as July. Artists for the event were finalized
before the school year began. Acts included Pure Joy, Paul" Pablo" Ranheim, Greenstreet and Annemarie Webber.
After Pure Joy and Paul "Pablo" Ranheim performed, a voice began to fill the air. It was Vincent Price's speech from
Michael Jackson's Thriller video. Shortly after this, a group of six zombies and one Michael Jackson look-a-like
terrorized the crowd for a few minutes before busting into the ''Thriller'' dance as seen 011 the music video. One of the
zombies was sophomore Lisa Markman. When questioned about the dance, Markman said "we got the idea to dance by
sitting in Warren, bored on a Friday night, watching Michael Jackson's Number Ones. That was about all it took to get
us stoked." After the group exited, Greenstreet and Webber wrapped up the evening's entertainment.
Story and Photos by Neal Dixon : Interview by Neal Dixon and Chelsea fisher
Do You Believe In Miracles?
i:Enger's career is, in one word, a miracle. Sittset; Enger's novel "communicates a Christian
Enger had tried his hand in journalism for woildview unselfconsciously and naturally." Sittser
yeers and co-authored several unnoticed uses "Pence" in his Introduction to the Christian
novels. His book 'Peace Like A River" was Faith class to illustrate pertinent themes such as
originally written for personal satisfaction, and the suffering, work of the supcrtuuutul end issues of
sensation that has surrounded the novel -- one sacrifice for the greater good. "Leif Enger did not
where the mituculous and the ordinsry meet try to write a Christian novel. He tried to write a
without reservation -- has surprised even Enger good novel," Sittser snid.
himself It is for that reason that Bobb incorpotuted
Whitworth College featured Enger as the "Pence" in his fiction writing workshop during the
English Endowed Reader of 2004, part .. "" ..... " ... ,. fall semester.
'of a program set up by the English ~':':;='';.':r.::''..=:=..'' "There are things for fiction writers
Department to bring ruuionel writers to PEA C E to talk about in the creiting oi tiction,"
campus. He made 'l series of c, K' , Bobb said. "I think it's a high quality
appesrences on campus on November 7 E R work of ert"
and 8, during which time he lectured, Ironicelly; Enger adm itted that he
presented a reading from ''Peace Li ke 'l does not conform to the academic
River" and spent time in discussion with standards of writing. He does not
Professor Vic Bobb's writing workshop. actively keep 'l journal, nor did he
Many students who beve gone receive a Masters of Fine Arts in
through Whitworth's ranks in recent J writing. Enger attended Moorhead State
years have read "( Peace) communicates a Christian worldview University, just
''Peace Like a a few hours
River," because the N~ .LFCO ~CIO ~ A rI r:... drive hom
book has been - Jerry Sittser, where he was
used in classes on Professor of Theology raised. There
campus. he earned a
"T had some expectations tied to him and the degree in English and mass communications and
book," Bobb said. "But everything about his worked as 'l reporter for Minnesota Public Rudio
visitation exceeded my expectations" for 16yeets. During the early 1990s, lie end his
Goi ng along with the Christian truths, there is brother elso co-wrote several mystery novels on the
a heavy emphasis on miracles in the novel. Enger side. Then came "Peace Like a River."
weaves the cxtraordinnry into the din of the Enger was never planning on writing a
characters'lives. "The miracles are completely out bestseller. The book has received national atten-
of the ordinary; but they're real,"DI: Vic Bobb, tion, cited as one of the top-five books of200l by
Professor of English, said. 'Time" mngnzine.
Showing the truth also includes delving into Photography Editor Neal Dixon and Editor-in-
«rees which many Christian readers can find Chief Chelsea Fisher of the Natsihi, had the
uncomfortable. "Honesty always includes the opportunity as a student orgenizntion to interview
depravity," Enger said. Enger while he was at Whitworth.
According to Professor of Theology Jerry
Natsihi: Where did your Inspiration for trllS book
come from? You being from Minnesota and famil-
iarwith North Dakota, aswell as having sons and
growing up as a boy yourself, we would Imagine
that some of the book came from personal
experience,
Enger: Yeah, a lot of this really came from personal







Dakota, which I was
quite fam iliar with,
made it possible.
Personal experience:
the asth matic son
certai n ly is a big
one. I've had a few
asthmatic episodes
myself, not enough to claim the title of asthmatic
myself, but I had two episodes that I knew that if I
went to sleep I would not breathe through the night
and it was really frighten ing and allowed me to
write those close scenes of Reuben and what it was
like for him.
Natsihi: Do any specific events from your
childhood manifest themselves In the novel?
Enger: The event where the two boys come into the
house and are shot by Davy certainly springs from
an episode when I was eleven years old and we
moved to a different house. Our neighbor who had a
cabin said that we could live there for a week until
our house was finished. One night everyone in the
house was asleep except me and somebody came in
and came up that stairs and I was sleeping in a cot
right at the foot of the stairs and I heard them come
in and I heard them suddenly suck in their breath
when they realized there were people in the house.
They thought it was a vacant cabin. And I heard this
gasp and then they stood there agasp and then they
stood there a long time. And my older brother was
sleeping next to me on another cot and he was the
one in my family that I knew would get up and take
down whoever had to be taken down because he just
was not going to take anything from anybody and I
had great trust in him. But he was asleep. He was
fast asleep. And finally he just kinda snored and
whoever it was just went down the stai rs and I heard
the door close on their way out and that was it. I
never knew who it was.
Clearly it was just somebody who probably wanted
to rip off a vacant cabin and wasn't going to do us
any harm. But when you're II years old, that just
scared the bejeebers
out of you. I'Il.never
forget being that fright-
ened. So that's where
that scene came from
because [ spent the rest
of my life writing dif-
ferent endings for
that story.
Natsihi: We also had
a question about your
writing, We have
heard of some writers'
preferences regarding how they like to use a cer-
tain pen and handwrite the work, We were
wondering if there isanything in particular you like
to do when you are writing
Enger: I li ke to get up early. I do. That's when my
mind is clear. It's not easy to do and I haven't been
doing it lately because my son has to get up at
twenty-to-seven. I don't 1ike to come in from the
barn and have to wake him up and get him off to
school and then go back out. It disrupts my routine.
So I've just been starting later. I like it to be quiet, I
like it to be dark except where I'm working -- it
helps me focus. I don't play music. I like to dream
forward in my book instead of listening to the radio.
Good ideas come to me in church during sermons
and in the shower in the morning. I work on a
laptop; which I like. I don't like writi ng with pencil.
I used to write mystery novels with my brother Lin
and the fi rst novel we wrote was all longhand. Later
I bought a computer and he bought a computer and
we were able to do it in a more realistic fashion. My
favorite schedule runs from about five in the
morning 'til whenever it runs out. You know, one or
two in the afternoon. And then I have to go do
something with my hands.
Natsihi: What is it like to write a book that IS
unapologetically Christian In a society that IS
hostile towards ChrIStianity and deeply focused
on materialism - which is in direct contrast to the
subject of your book?
Enger: Youknow, Ididn't really ask myself that
question during the writing of the book because I
wasn't writi ng it for an audience. Iwas writi ng it
for my own pleasure and for the pleasure of my
wife and my kids who I read it to scene by scene
as Iwas going through it. So Iwas really not
thinking about pleasing some hostile New York
editor, Iwas just thinking about making it funny
and sad and entertaining. My motives were maybe
purer that way. Part two, though, is that when the
book actually went out to editors and agents, it met
with very Iittle hostility. Of the 10or 12 publishers
who were given a look at the manuscript, about six
of them wanted to buy it immediately. That was a
shock to me. These were not Christian houses.
[Christian publishers] never had a look at it because
my agent didn't see it as something that would only
be welcome in Christian book stores. They saw it
as something with a broader appeal than I saw. So,
no it did not go out and make hoards of enemies as
you might thin k it would. That was really
encouragi ng to me.
Natsihi: In your book. characters experience a
number of miracles We wanted to know how
you got those Ideas and ifany of them were from
personal experiences?
Enger: When Iwas about Reuben's age, my sister
was in a car accident and her back was broken. She
was supposed to be in a wheelchair and/or back
brace for the rest of her days. She was healed
overn ight after a woman prayed for her and she
took off her brace and went running up and down
the hall. If you see something like that when you
are 12 and then you pretend such thi ngs are
impossible, you become a monster because you are
denyi ng the truth. So clearly, m irac1es occur. I
never thought about putting one in a book until I
"I think miracles are far
from being something you




and most of the time,
when you want one, It
Isn't forthcoming"
started this. And then I thought, "Wouldn't it be
fun to write about a guy through whom these
thi ngs actually happen?" And not just big, dramatic
things, in front of crowds of people. Iwasn't inter-
ested in writing scenes about, gold dust coming
down out of the rafters on to crowds of happy
revivalists. Iwas interested in miracles that might
only be witnessed by one person. Small, quiet
miracles which are nonetheless, supernatural. So
Jerem iah was just an enjoyable character to write
about. And again, had [been thinking about a
broad audience and had Ibeen worried about
pleasi ng hundreds of thousands of people [
probably wouldn't have put those things in there.
Jerem iah probably just would have been an
ordinary janitor and the book could have been, you
know, pulled off in that way maybe, but it was more
fun this way. And I think it added an element of
wonder and suspense.
Natsihi: We noticed how you start off right
away WI til a miracle then another miracle, then
another a little while later,
Enger: Yeah. Well, you have to be careful because
Ididn't want it to be like, 'Well, what's the
miracle for this chapter.' Ididn't want to get
predictable and repetitive and thats not how
miracles are. So I had be careful to not indulgl
too much in that. Miracles are far from being
something you can just count on in a
mathematical fashion. Most of the time when you
want one, they aren't forthcoming. I think that if
you went in and had that as your aim, to be the
centerpiece of your book, it would be di fficult. ut
the centerpiece of this book is a family's
difficulties (and how they were resolved and not
resolved in some cases). The centerpiece was not
the miraculous events.
Natsihi: How do you approach incorporating
those events into your writing? Any event th t
can't be rationally explalned-
Enger: For me, it was the details, It was the fact
that when Jeremiah walks off the flatbed trailer,
Reuben doesn't hear the sound of his shoes
anymore on the wood, Snddenly it's silent and his
boo sales touch the waving grass beneath him
that makes it a believable event. Otherwise Idon't
think anyone would buy it.
Natsihi: With traveling and speaking to people
abo~t your novel. what have been some of the
mos~ startling Interpretations you have received?
Enger: Let's see. Ihad a guy write me a long
letter full of praise for my having written such a
brilliant subversive novel. He was sure th~t by
writing a book in which innocence is celebrated,
in wllich there is a chaste courtship, in which
miracles figure heavily, that Ihad written a novel
intended to subvert a reading public that is almost
immune to these things, Iwas startled by how
wrong that was. Well, actually at first it made me
feel 'eal proud of myself .. that I had written a
subversive novel. Writers like to hear that sort of
thing about themselves. It makes you feel like
some kind of dangerous fellow. I'm subversive.
But he was wrong, he was dead wrong. Because
all Ireally did was write entertainment. Iwrote, I
think, the sort of book, the sort of story Iwould
Iive if Iwas a brave enough person, That to me is
what's exciting about writing, because you get to
kin of be somebody else and be adventurous. If
in real life you are weak and timid, in a book you
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fourth Starbucks was added to the one- mile
radius of the campus.
"1 don't think it'll have a hard time surviving;'
sophomore Katie Shaw said.
'Starbucks tends to do pretty well;
even when they're a block apart.
However, 1 would have rather seen a
locally-owned coffeehouse go into
Whitworth Square. That would be
great for the campus;'
Prospector's restaurant moved in
across the street from Shari's just
north of the campus on Division.
While the city of Spokane keeps
expanding northward towards
Whitworth, the campus will
continue to reap the benefits of the
replacement of older bui Idings with newer ones
and newer businesses.





Square. That would be
great for the campus:'
-Katie Shaw,
Sophomore
When Whitworth students returned fromtheir summer expeditions, many noticedsome changes in the area surrounding the
college.
Pizza Pipel ine and the
stores in that building were torn
down to give way to a new
'Whitworth Square." Pipel ine
decided not to re -new thei r
lease in the new Whitworth
Square and by spring the only
store was "Picture Pages," a
scrap-booking store. Pipeline,
meanwhile, relocated to the
Newport Highway, just north of
the Newport Theater.
The Newport Theater shut
down operations and turned the parking lot into a
temporary car lot, while just down the street a
Photo by Jenn Ahre
Taco Del Mar
Picture Pages




Arecord number of freshmen were admittedthis year, causing housing issues and sentadministrators scram-
bling to make sure everyone who "Freshmen should
wanted to live on campus could. be required to
Rooms that were singles were L1V~ 1111 A T~IIIT
turned into doubles, just like on the Loop their
some doubles were turned into first year on
triples all over campus. campus."
The record attendance moved
the Board of Trustees to increase
talks of a new dormitory being
built during their annual fall
meeti ngs. This also increased
the talks about the reputation Whitworth is
gam mg.
According to the Admissions office, they have
a set number of applicants which they accept.
They then assume a set number will decide to go
elsewhere. But with the reputation
of Whitworth's education of the
'Mi nd and Heart" on the rise, the
number of students who decide to
go to other institutions is
dwi ndl ing. This has caused record
freshman classes each of the past
several years.
However, the administration
does want to put a cap on
acceptance so that Whitworth can
maintain the small-campus feel.
Or, they could implement junior Anthony Rodin's
idea: "Freshmen should be required to live in a
tent on the Loop their first year on campus:'
-Anthony Rodin,
Junior
N/A 55 367 1400 1,350 2,149
Enrollment 0 0 46 600 650 224
(Graduate)
Tuition $24 $36 $60 $2,000 $8,300 $22;1-00
N/A $56 $124 $2,000 $8,300 $6;760
Faculty 9 19 31 70 144 116
Freshman N/A 21 180 N/A N/A 471
class size
Compiled by Colin Storm
Four Mac Men play video games in a crowded room Special thanks to the Whitworth Archives
that was affected by overcrowding.
Photo by Jesse Clark
Sophomore Noah Patterson talks to
a News 4 camera crew during a
Cathy McMorris rally.
Photo by fenn Ahre
A student shows her support for Don
Barbieri during a Spokane rally.
Photo by fenn Ahre
The 2004 presidential election was unlike any inthe history of the United States. It featuredcontroversies about invading Iraq following 9-11,
stem-cell research and social security.
In the end, George W Bush won his second term
in office by defeating Democrat John Kerry by a
286-252 margin in the electoral vote.
Whitworth had a mock election that was put on
by the American Political Parties class. Bush was the
clear favorite among the students, while Kerry easily
won the faculty vote.
In the state of Washington, Democrats won both
the Senate and Governor races. Patty Murray
defeated George Nethercutt by over 300,000 votes to
retain her senate seat.
In one of the closest elections ever, and after
many recounts, Democrat Christine Gregoire




Sophomore Alex Radford displays her support
of Cathy McMorris during a rally downtown.
Photo by Ien n Ahre
On the local front, Whitworthstudents Daniel Bauch,Haden Barkley and Jose
Frade served time in Iraq. Bauch
attended Whitworth from the fall
of 1998 to the spring of 2001, then
was sent to Iraq after he spent a
year in South Korea.
Frade attended Whitworth
from the spring of 2003 until
Jan Ierm of 2004, then was
"I commend them for
standing up and fight-
ing for aJU6T CAU6~
that many are not in
agreement with."
- StephenAsh, Freshman
Students fill out their mock
election ballots. The mock
election was sponsored by the
American Political Parties class.
Photo by Galen Sanford
Daniel Bauch gives a lecture in
Boppell sharing his photos of
experiences in Iraq.
Photo by Tyler Zuck
subsequently sent to Iraq during
the spring semester of 2004.
Some students spoke out about
their peers going overseas.
"I support them," freshman
Stephen Ash said. "I commend
them for standing up and fighting
for a just cause that many are not
in agreement with."
-Stoiy by Colin Storm
Kenny Andrews sings at the
Community Building Day
BBQ.
Photo hy Jesse Clark
fO,y COLIN ':'TO"~
F"-ATU""--' ~DITO"
With the uprising of reality shows on TV,Whitworth got a taste of their ownAmerican Idol.
Kenneth Andrews, who
worked at Sodexho, won local
singing contests that were
small market carbon-copies of
the Fox hit TV show
"American Idol"
Andrews began to work on
and R & B album and created
his own record label called
"AKAJA Records." This is an
acrQnym for his five kids'
names.
However, on October 20,
tragedy struck the Andrews' household. A fire
swept through their home and destroyed about 90
percent of their possessions. Luckily, nobody was
hurt in the house fire.
This brought not only the Andrews family
together, but the entire Whitworth community,
too. Whitworth rallied behind the Andrews and
donated both money and prayers. The
faculty gave the family $740, while
ASWC decided to increase their
donation from $500 to $750.
Despite this setback, Andrews
was able to leave Whitworth in
February on the way toward
fulfilling his dreams of a career in
smgmg,
"I think it's great when any
person is able to accomplish one of
their goals and perform well in
something they love to do;'
sophomore Lance Beck said. "If he
makes it big that's fantastic, but no matter what,
at least he is goi ng to be able to look back and
say that he accomplished that dream. There are a
lot of people that go through life and never reach
their goals, but he did"









Witworth College moved into the Top Fivein the Us. News and World Reportcategory for "Best
Universities" in the West for ': ..to make the list
2005. This is a one- spot jump conveys that we're
since the 2004 ran ki ngs, were generally doing well,
released when Whitworth and that we're
finished in a three-way tie with . d doi. . . perceIve as orngUniversity of Redlands (Calif) ,
and Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo to well and that s
finish out the top five. VI;.I2.Y C:;I2.ATIFYINc:;."
Wh itworth was also ranked
number two among the same
124Master's-Ieveluniversities in
the 15 western states for "Best
Value:'
Us. News categorizes
academ ic programs by mission, region and then
ran ks them using a weighted composite score of
up to 16 indicators of academic quality and
institutional health. Then, every August, Us.
News publishes the rankings for the
upcoming year.
'The Us. News and World
Report ranking is one piece of
feedback we can use to evaluate
how we're doing as an institution,
though it's just one of many
measures," said Kathy Storm, Vice
President of Student Life.
"Personally, I'd be reluctant to
assume the rankings give us precise
information--like that it's a whole
lot better to be ranked fourth than
fifth. But simply to make the list
conveys that we're generally doi ng
well and that we're perceived as doing well and
that's very gratifying," Storm said. ,
Best Values: Universities-Master's [Wesll
Colleges Rank % receiving Average Average
grants based cost after discount
on need receiving of total
grants cost
Trinity Univ. I 39% $17,645 38%
(TX)
Whitworth 2 70% $19,093 38%
U. of Portland 3 58% $18,271 41%
Seattle 4 62% $16,942 42%
Pacific U.





I iv r iii • I)- - -
Colleges Rank AvgerageAcceptance Freshman
Graduati Rate Retention
on Rate Rate
Trinity Univ. I 75% 64% 88%
(TX)
Santa Clara 2 82% 66% 92%
(CA)
Loyola 3 70% 59% 88%
Marymount
(CA)
Gonzaga 4 71% 74% 90%
Whitworth 5 (tie) 69% 75% 86%
Kyle Hoyer searches for
another song to play on KWRS,





worki ng with radio.
"I would always like to be involved in publ ic
or independent radio. It is such an important
medium to convey new and interesti ng ideas;
whether those ideas are in the form of music,
poetry, or even a news magazine. My
experience with KWRS has been
invaluable and I plan on applying my
interests in radio to further my
career, whatever it is:'
Still, others joined for educational
purposes such as freshman Vanessa
DeJong.
"I see yearbook as a tool for
helping me develop better writing
skills and helping me become a little
more outgoing," DeJong said.
Whatever the reason, each media
played a part in bringing the community a
perspective on current pop culture and the
history of the year at Whitworth.
'1 see yearbook as a
tool for helping me
develop better writing






Sharing the world with people is the job ofmedia students. Staff members of KWRS,The Whitworthian and the Natsihi
accomplished this goal in different ways.
"I thi nk that the best way to jump into a new
school is to get involved in the
student newspaper," explained
freshman Jessica Davis, a
writer for The Whitworthian.
'You get to know so many dif-
ferent people:'
Junior Chris Collins, The
Whitworthian editor-in-chief,
hopes to build a career out of•
it. "I enjoy journal ism a lot, so
I could definitely go for a job
in some metropolitan paper
doing a news beat of some sort,
possibly covering politics:'
Senior Katie Thompson, the general manager









Whitworthian editor- in-chief Chris Collins
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for two jazz bands this year.
The first concert of the year was on Nov. 6
and featured renowned jazz pian ist Eric Reed.
Reed and senior Erik Hjelt wowed
the audience with thei r dueli ng
pianos act.
After attending last year's
concert, one band member
decided that even after the large
loss of members, the current band
is as good as last year's and that
thei r concert was better.
Despite the uncertainty in
en roll ment, many members still
enjoyed the year.
"I like it (jazz band) because it
gives me a chance to take a break from my other
classes and play some great music with some
great people," sophomore Trevor Strang said. "I
have learned a lot and at the same ti me had a lot









With the loss of eight seniors last year,people wondered if Whitworth couldproduce a jazz band that could be a
worthwhile competitor at this
year's Lionel Hampton
competition at the University of
Idaho in Moscow. After winning
last year, the music department
hoped the band could still place
near the top.
Dan Keberle, the music
department chair and jazz band
director, who has been at
Whltworth for sixteen years, knew
that there was some good
competition out there, including
Washington State University and Brigham Young
University.
Keberle said that although they lost about half
the band from last year, Whitworth's program
has "recruited several solid freshman jazz
students." In fact, they even have enough depth
Senior Erik Hjelt and renowned
musician Eric Reed entertained the
audience with their performance.
The Whitworth Jazz group plays





34 thef&nS in .the Whitworth Field House began. ·(0 )lass a huge bag of gummy bears around. while waiting for the game to begin. As wild
Ishouts ofencouragement began to come from thestands the Whitworth women's volleyball team
emerges from the locker room and takes the court.
"Thisseason is all about team-building fi 1St, then
team stars," freshman Cassie Moore said. Moore cred-
ited the-success of the team to those qualities. "From
day one. there was something different about our
team. We were all <Inthe same page;" said Moore.
2004 season ended with a 19 - 5 overall recordand
12 4 conference mark. The Pirates strong play was
very evident in their scores. In their 19 victories, 15
had a score of three games to none. The team had
22% more kills.and 9% less errors than the.opposing
teams.
"I feel like everyone contributed," Moore said,
'Everyone, brings a different quality to the table"
Junior Julie Marsh shattered thethree.game match
dig-record, with 25 saves against George Fox. Katy
Schnider theteam's only senior. ended the season
leading the squad with 227 kills, 85 digs, and 80
blocks,
Freshman 'Iaryn Smith believed that the. most excit-
ing match <Ifthe season was the first home game of
the season againsrWillamette University. In this
game the Pirates were down tWOgames to none, but
came back to win. three games to two.
"""-' .._~"'"
Left: Staying true to their
traditional pre-game' warm-up
routine the Whitworth
volleyball team pcrformes a
leam huddle and break before a
horne-match held on October 16.
2004.
Par Left: "Mac Men" are decked
out in black and crimson body
paint and' stand at the. edge of
the court waiting.for the team
to emerge from the locker room
as they Tally the crowd into. a
frenzy during a home match.«
Photos by Neal Dixon
cross-country over the hil s
by ,Je'C5"l5-e·c..l'"ito-R
the Whitworth cross-country team's conti nueda tradition of excellence this year, finishingnear the top of the Northwest Conference.
'The men's team is defi n itely the best since I've
been here;' head coach Toby Schwarz said. In
addition the women's team is one of the best he's ever
had.
The men took third place in the conference meet
and scored 99 points. Junior Doug Blackburn led the
men's team, coming in second with a time of 25:49,
less than 10 seconds behind Aaron Hollingshead of
Wil1amette.
The women also did an excellent job, finishing
second with a score of 81 points. Junior Kristi Dickey
led the way for the women, finishing seventh in 21:59.
Dickey, after finishing second at the regional meet,
qualified for nationals for the second time. At the
national meet, held in Bau Claire, Wisconsin, Dickey
fi n ished 56th out of 215 contestants.
'Krist; made the decision to get out of her comfort
zone and run at the potential 1 knew she had," coach
Schwarz said.
Blackburn, after a fifth place finish at regional"
also made the trip to nationals for a second time,
where he finished 54th out of 215 contestants. "1
always knew if Doug had an injury free season he
would run really well, and he did just that," coach
Schwartz said.
Whitworth again led the NWC in team CPA, with
the men posting a 3.685 and the women a 3.845. The
Pirates had 23 Academic AIl-NWC award winners.
Left: Junior Brooks Cooper
puts .his-head down and pushes
himself as hard as' he can on
the' home stretch of the course
at the NWC meet held in
Spokane.
Far Iefc.Junior NickFoster
tries to stay focused 011 the
task at hand during the eight
kilometer race at Wandermere
Golf Course, in north Spokane
during the Conference
Championiships.«
Photos by Neal Dixon
*
football On the rise
'the2004 Whitworth Pirate football team gen-
erated a lot of interest on campus and around
the city of Spokane when they started the year
with an exciting three game winning streak. Their
streak was ulti mately snapped by a dissapoinring loss
when the team traveled to Linfield College and fell by
a score. of 48 - 37.
The Bucs came home determ ined 110tto lose the
Homecoming game against the University of Puget
Sound infront of their home crowd. Although they
were down at the half the Bucs rallied behind sopho-
more phenom quarterback Joel Clark. Clark was 17
for 25 with 359 yards passing, throwing for four
touchdowns and no interceptions. Jun ior tight end
Jared Thomas also added five catches for 132 and a
pair of touchdowns adding to the 38 - 21 victory.
The team was skippered this year by 10th year
head coach John Tully. "J think thcyre doing really
great. They're doing a lot better than last year," junior
defensive back Ryan Fletcher said. "The game is a lot
faster and the guys are bigger and stronger than those I
in high school," freshman defensive lineman Darius
Shepherd said. Fletcher credited the success of the
team to the defensive and offensive Jines. "They were
the work horses of the team this year. They never gave
up," Shepard said.
The Bucs finished the season 7 - 2 overall and 3 -
2 in the NWC. One loss behind rival Willamette
University and two losses behind National Champion
Linfield, missing out on this year's Regional Playoffs.
Left: Senior' Kevin Reese sets
up a block fur sophomore Kyle
Havercroftin an attempt to
power his way through the
Pacific Lutheran defense and
across the goa line. The Bucs
went on to win by,a score of 38
to 35 and snap a 30 year borne
losing streak to PLU
Far left: Led by senior Chris
Stewart" sophomore Kyle
Havercroft makes his way
tbrough the wall of defenders
on his way to the endzone dur-
ing an exciringgame against
Eastern Oregon University.







men's soccer second to none
by V"'l .....e~~"" "OVCV'I:'
• n 2004, the Whitworth Pirates were picked by
J.many to finish second in the NWC. Theyopened the season with a road loss but
bounced back with a seven game winning streak.
Appearing to be unstoppable the Pirates looked to
knock off the number-one ranked Puget Sound
Loggers. Whitworth came away from the game with a
tie on their record and looked to be true contenders
for first place.
The following day Whitworth shook off any possi-
ble fatigue and came to play, facing Pacific Lutheran.
In the first half of play the Pirates shut out the
Lutes, with great performances by junior forward
Todd Sabrowski and sophomore forward Niko
varlamos, Determination and perseverance through-
out the game led the Pirates to an overwhelming 5 - I
victory. The game was followed by loud cheers from
the team in recognition of Coach Scan Bushey. It was
his IOOthcareer victory as a men's soccer coach, and
92nd in his eight years at Whitworth.
'Training was very essential to our success," fresh-
man middle forward Skye Henderson said. Finishing
the season with only two losses the Pirates claimed
first place in the NWC.
Sean Bushey took the coach of the year award,
Todd Sabrowski was selected as Defensive Player of
the year and Niko Varlamos claimed the Offensive
Player of the year award. In the playoffs they were
able to take down Colorado College with a 2 - I victo-
ry, but then full to 51. Norbert College of DePere,
Wi'i2f)nsi!,,,,§~dt~gJhe season in the second round.
Far left: Sophomore defender
Adam Loeffler makes a valiant
effort to keep the ball from getting
into his own net and preventing the
willamerte Bearcats from .scorfng.
Lett: Sophomore middle
forward Ali Seyedali explodes'
into the air inan effort to keep
the ball from the Willamette
Bearcars during' a close game
at Whitworth's horne field..







sense of tension, pressure, and relief had filledathe air as the womes soccer team steppedonto the field. The day before, they had
crushed the number one team in the nation,
Un ivcrsity of Puget Sound in a 2-1 victory.
The crowd cheered wildly when senior forward
RachelLeavitt scored the first goal against the num-
ber-one ranked team in the conference, Pacific
LUtheran University; Leavitt's goal was one..of two by
the Pirates that led to a2 - 0 victory
'Our girls are very good this year," said sophomore
fan Nick De Benedetti. 'The Pirates kept the ball all
the other half of the field for the majority of the game
which made for many exciting shots on the opposing
teams goa I, weakening rhei r defense and goal ie,
Sophomore m iddIe forward Jael.Hagerou made
First Team Northwest Confernce for the second year
in a row and was also named to the CoSIDA COllege
Division Academic All-District. VIII FirstIeam.vl've
been playing soccer my whole life, and it has provid-
ed me with many enjoyable experiences," Hagerott
said.
Senior forward Mary Hultgrenn, defender Ashli
Anderson, and junior middle forward Ashley Fiske,
all made First Team NWC. Junior defender Jody
Rucinski was also named to Second Team NWC, The
Pirates finished the season 2nd in the NWCand 4th
in the NCAA West Ranking, They also earned the
NSCAAIAdidas Team Academic Award.
Am "" 'OC
Left: Junior middle forward
Meghan Hudson moves the ball
up the field along with her team-
mate sophomore' middle forward
Jael Hagerott trying to score for
the Pirates and secure another
home win.
Far left: Junior middle forward
Ashley Fisk clears the ball from the
sideline and the Puget Sound
Logger as she tries to move the ball
up the field and away from the
Pirates-goal during a '2 - I,win at
home.«




George F9x W, 5 - I
Pacific W, :3 - 2
Linfield W, 3 - )
Willamette w,:2 - 0
Puget Sound T,2 _2
Paci fie Lutheran W,5 - ]
Whitman W, 3 - 1
Paci fie W, 2 - J (20t)
George Fox L, 2- 0
Willamettc W, 1 - Q
Linfield W, J - 0 (01)
Pacific Lutheran W,3 - 2
Puget Sound W,2 - I
Whitman W,6 - 0







University of Puget Sound
Men 10 College













w, 30 - 17,30 - 13, 30 - 26
L, 30 - 25, 18 - 30, 17 - 30, 33 - 31, 17 - 15
W, 30 - 28, 30 - 22, 30 - 26
W, 29 - 31, 24 - 30, 30 - 17,30 - 24, 18 - 16
W, 30 - 13, 30 - 23, 30 - 17
W, 30 - 20, 30 - 23, 30 - 26
L, 30 - 23, 25 - 30, 30 - 24, 30 - 22
W, 30 - 19, 30 - 24, 30 - 25
W, 30 - 19, 30 - 28, 30 - 23
W, 30 - 23, 25 - 30, 30 - 21, 30 - 18
W, 30 - 17,30 - 23, 31 - 29
L, 25 - 30, 32 - 30, 30 - 21, 22 - 30, 17 - 15
W, 23 - 30, 30 - 24, 30 - 17,30 - 20
W, 30 - 19,30 - 26, 30 - 27
L, 30 - 19, 31 - 29, 24 - 30, 33 - 31
W, 30 - 26, 33 - 31, 30 - 21
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Women's Soccer
Whitman W, 3 - 1
George Fox W, I - 0
Pacific W, 2 - I
Linfield W, 4 - I
Willametie W, I - 0
Puget Sound W, 2 - I
Pacific Lutheran W, 2 - 0
Lewis & Clark W, 3 - 0
Whitman W, 3 - 0
Pacific T, 1 - 1(20t)
George Fox L, 4 - I
Willamette L, 5 - I
Linfield W, 3 - 0
Pacific Lutheran W, 1 - 0
Puget Sou nd L, 1 - 0




































Photo by Jenn Ahre
Story by
Kendra.Switzer
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Christmasfest was a week
of special events and
memories before students
headed home for the
holidays.
The tradition of a
decorated Christmas Tree
in the Loop returned for the
first time in almost t.wenty
years. The tree was lit
during a special ceremony,
complete with hot drinks
and treats provided by
ASWC. Students
congregated in the frosty
ai r to enjoy the atmosphere
and chat with friends. "I
thought it was a great
experience because you
were able to meet with a





reception for students, the
choi r concerts at Fi rst
Presbyterian Church, and
the lighting of luminaries






interl ibrary loan and
reference Iibrarian. Her
favorite memory came from
watching one student veer
off the lawn just so he could






















A group of students sit out on the street in
Europe. This group studied Art while in
Germany and Italy.
Photo courtesy of Anthony Rodin
Sophomore Renee Huggins, junior Erin
Fletcher and sophomore Emily Creek on
the top of the Arch de Triumph with the
Eiffel Tower in the background.
Photo courtesy of Erin Fletcher
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Every January, Whitworth sends out students hands-on experience by tasting food and seeingacross the country and the world for unique traditional houses and clothing.off-campus learning opportunities. 2005 Seniors Katie Ghering and Tanya Johnson who
January trips included destinations suSh as HawaiL,~~studied art in Rome and said that their most mem-
Chicago, France, Rome, Mexico and orable moments were getti ng lost so
Oregon. Each trip had its own "It was many times. As a result, they ended
purpose, such as studying art or AMAZIN(f' TO up seeing more of the city than the
anth ropology, participating in 6'- '- the rest of the group. "I just Iike getti ng
community service or even Vietnam Vet lost," Johnson said.
re-evaluating your faith. Students of Sophomore Jenn Ahre attended
all grades could apply to go on a Art Mu seum" the "Prejudice Across America" trip
month-long trip. which went to Chicago, Memphis,
Students who participated -Jenn Ahre, Atlanta, Washington D.C., and New
returned with memorable moments. Sophomore York. This trip focused on current
Sophomore Katie Shaw traveled to issues in America right now, mainly
Hawai i on the "Cultural those involving overt and subtle
Anthropology in Hawaii" trip which focused on racism and prejudice. Ahre said her most
Hawaiian culture, specifically the Polynesian memorable moment was the Vietnam Vet Art
people and their history and religion. Shaw said that Museum where the art in the building was entirely
her favorite experience was the Polynesian Cultural done by veterans of the war in Vietnam. Ahre said
Center, because it was set up in a way that each it was amazing to see because "when you walked
area highlighted a different Polynesian tribe located in, there was a huge ceiling with every documented
in places like Hawaii, New Zealand and Tahiti. dog tag of the soldiers who died in the war, in
Shaw explained that it was really cool to get a chronological order."
Raja Tanas' study group at Puli
Lookout in Hawaii. The group
learned about Polynesian
culture while in Hawaii.
Photo courtesy of Katie Shaw
- The group of students that JimWaller took on a tour acrossAmerica. The class learned about
racism in America.
Photo courtesy of lenn Ahre
51
Sophomores Noah Patterson, Jon Gerig and Keith
Petersen hold up the Leaning Tower of Pisa.
Photo courtesy of Ion Gerig
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Comedian "Crazy Legs" Chris
Fonseca performed at the final
Half Past Nine of the year.
Photo by Neal Dixon
Comedian Mike Birbiglia shows off a
drawing of a card he made for his mother.
Photo by Jesse Clark
.'::>TOI2.Ic.6 BY ~"-LLY E>::cA:=:5,,-'f=::I2.~ON'---- -1
Comedians, break dancers, singers, poets become a part of Whitworth," Reid said.and movies. All were showcased this year Each week an average of 80 studentsthrough ASWC's free weekly showed up to enjoy the carefully planned
entertainment event, Half Past Np:in.:.;e~.•__ ~~..;e:;,;v~e.:.:n.:.:ots;.;o~f_H~alfPast Nine. However, Reid faced a
The weekly event took place bit of a fi nancial fiasco when
every Thursday night at 9:30 ''Iwanted to start a she had to requisition for
p.m. Comedians including Troy $8,000, after she overspent her
Thirdgill, Andrew Norelli and~'-(jULA~ ,-V,-NT budget. The student body gave
Mike Birbigila; songwriters like thatstudentsknow it to her, but not without some
Nini Camps; and bands Iike groan ing. Students did
Thornbird lit up the HUB Cafe happens every appreciate the diverse acts and
to entertain students in need of vvee]r' returned weekly for a fresh
study breaks. taste of coffee and a break from
Colette Reid, ASWC Student the cramming of their Thursday
Activities Coordinator, was in -Colette Reid, nights.
charge of the event. Reid started Junior "It's a great way to bring a
this event last year in hopes of little bit of the outside world
bringing more regular into Whitworth," freshman
entertainment to Whitworth students. Kristin Hann said. "I love to come and
"I wanted to start a regular event that experience new and bizarre artists:'
students know happen every week so it could
-+-----------------------------------.-
., _ JI_ ~,
•
Whitworth's dance club, Jubilation, met give their students a way to release during thethroughout the week this year, offering week and have a good time.dance classes in tap, -----------. "llove teaching others how to
ballet, highland, hip-hop, "Wee rea t e.d a dance," senior Tricia Buck said.
modern, jazz, outreach and lit tIe Buck was the fall semester
more. Usually 25 students joined FA MIL Y ." instructor for the hip-hop classes.
in for about an hour-and-a half "I instantly felt connected to the
of exercise, fun and worship. _Tr icia B u Ck, students because the majority of
Members of Jubilation desired to Sen i0 r them would come back every
praise and worship God through week ... we created a little family"





Reverend Marti n Luther King, Jr. died over 37 and many community services and organizations.years ago, but even today his message and The event featured opening remarks and ainfluence are still ~-~~--------. sermon by Reverend Tawan Davis, a
remembered and celebrated by "It was amazing to passionate and moving reading of
.all nationalities. see all the King's "] Have a Dream" speech,
]n downtown Spokane on multi-cultural entertainment, the
Monday, January 2, hundreds CULTUR.~COM'- Unity March and a Community
gathered for the 22nd annual Service Fai r.
Martin Luther King, Jr., TO<1'-T~'-R.TO Junior Rebecca Bratt attended the
celebration put on by Un ited event for her Jan-Term multi-cultural
Way of Spokane County. The C'-L'-&R.ATI;.." class. 'The coolest part was the
accompanying march was multi-cultural entertainment. Dances
shortened due to bad weather, -Rebecca Bratt, and music of many cultures were
but the atrium of Riverpark Junior performed: high school step teams,
Square Mall became the sight bagpipes, Irish dancers and more! It
of hours of celebration not on ly was amazing to see all cultures come
for King's legacy but for the diversity of cultures together to celebrate that Monday," Bratt said.
•54
Sophomore Lance Beck can only watch from
the floor as his opponent scores a goal.
Photo by Tiffany Trotter
Freshman Jeff Brown rushes up to
play defense in an intense frisbee
game in the snow.
Photos by Neal Dixon
.~JTO"'''-6 BY liFFANY l'.c:":::O'-'T..cT"'''-::o'' _
Whitworth intramurals provide anopportunity for students to do sportswithout varsity
responsibi Iities. Arranged by
ASWC, soccer, volleyball,
frisbee and basketball were the
intramural sports offered. Each
sport has its own assigned night
and times.
"I like intramurals because I
get to play sports with my
friends," freshman Albert
Merkel said. Through
intramurals students have a
chance to bond with friends
and create a greater pool of
people they know.
This year, frisbee was moved to the moon
bowl in order to allow turf repairs in the loop. As
Frisbee takes on a new playi ng space the game
changed, but the students still
enjoyed and supported the sport.
Freshman Ben Parker said,
"Frisbee builds friendships on my
FR.I~ND~UIP~on hall, because they are my team."
This year the two coordinators
were Ian McGrady-Beach and Matt
Duske. They hired referees, reserved
facil ities and ensured that students
who participated enjoyed the
expenence.
"Intramurals were a lot of fun
this year;' Dnske said. "I had a good
time coordinating it and I hope that
all the Whitworth students who participated had
a good time, too:'
"Frisbee &UILD~
my hall, because
they are my team."
-Ben Parker,
Freshman
for snow skating adventures on the slopes of the
back forty.
Jun ior Craig Brooks
describes one such adventure:
"One time me and my best
friend BD, we went looki ng for
a place to snow skate in the
back forty and we came across 55
this totally sick rollover and BD
said 'Yo! You got to hit that!' So
I took off at full speed and
jumped off one foot and landed a 360 melancholy"
Most students walk as their form oftransportation around campus.During the fall, spring and
summer other students find
transportation on long boards, scooters,
rollerblades, bikes and skateboards.
'We like to scooter a lot," freshman
Sharon Tabor said. Some do it to look
cool while others just want to get places
faster.
Winter is time that many students





Razor scooter was one of the ways that
students made the trek across campus.
Photo by Nate Chute
Sophomore Brennan McQuerry used a bike as
his method of transportation around campus
as well as recreational purposes.
Photo by Matt Moore
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Assistant Dean for Programming
Esther Louie talks with Act VI
students during a meeting in the HUB.
Photo by Jenn Ahre
Seniors Tim Baker and Jackson
Williams talk at a roundtable
discussion with Act VI members.
Photo by Nate Chute
6TORI~" er JAMI~ 12..r:U"'e"'llC"'''''-CW'''U'''N'---- _
Witworth College has been committed to were selected to go on to the next round based onpromoting diversity on its campus for the basic application which included about sevenmany years. Now in its second year, Act essays. During the second round of competition
VI is a leadership and diversity program for the 20 students came to Whitworth and
students from the different high schools of underwent different activities that demonstrated
Tacoma, Washington, and ---.--------.... their leadership abilities. They also
surrounding areas, and ''our main goals are to went through interviews with faculty.
represented the college's single From the 20 applicants, 8-10 students
largest program committed to be ourselves,to engage il) were awarded the full ride
diversity on campus. conversationwith other scholarship. The students then went
"It's a leadership program students around campus, through 10months of training with
with scholarship initiative to and tobT'-P OUTbiD!;' the Act VI director before they came
bring diversity to Whitworth to Whitworth.
and to empower students OUR..COIl1FOR.TZON,-." There were 22 Act VI students
without the burden of college around campus this past year.
tuition," sophomore Bobby -Bobby Walston, 'Act VI is based on the notion
Walston said. Sophomore of servant leadership and group
Around 50 applicants serving. Our main goals are to be
applied. Act VI applicants had ourselves, to engage in conversation
to go through two different rounds of with other students around campus, and to step





There were many styles of worship that wererepresented among the students of WhitworthCollege. Students chose their churches for a
number of different reasons.
Some of the main churches that
students chose to attend this year were
Whitworth Community Presbyterian
Church, Timberview, New Community
and Life Center.
"Finding a church is based on a
number of di fferent factors, such as:
what time the service is at, what
denomination it is, the kind of
music/worship the church has, and what people are
there," fresh man Victoria Hiller said. The conven-
ience factor, the message, or the people were some
Sophomores Rachel Erickson and Mike
Lafferty discuss the Exodus service at
Timberview Church.
Photo by Neal Dixon
of the other deciding factors that allowed students
to make their decision about which church to call
home for the year.
"I chose my church because ...-.
my family went there for years
and 1 loved it then and love it
even more now," freshman
Susan McDaniel said.
Each church provided
students with opportunities for
ministry, personal growth, and
an opportun ity to worship in
the way that each student chose.
"I chose my church because my sister went there
and they offered me ministry opportunities,"
sophomore Erika Prins said.
" fiNDINej A CJ.tURCJ.t




Sophomore Craig Brown beatboxes
after a Exodus service at
Timberview Church.
Photo by Neal Dixon
w n t e r
Junior David Brewster livens
up practice with his
fabulous percussion skills.
Photo by Neal Dixon \
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With flashinginstruments,dedicated musicians,
and two fabulous concerts,
wind symphony remained a
jewel in the music
department this year.
"I love performing," said
clarinet player and junior
Stacy Boyer. She and nearly
fifty other musicians
sacrificed three days and
over five hours a week to
prepare for the spri ng and
fall concerts.
Luckily, it was worth all
the effort.
'The bond is very strong
in the group, especially with-
in the sections," Boyer said.
"Each person was so
dedicated to the group and
doi ng something they loved
that it was easy to bond."
Any student who
auditioned and was accepted
could participate in wi nd
symphony, without needi ng
to be a music major or
mmor,
For the musicians, the
highlight comes every other
of •w I V\
o V\
year when the group goes on
tour. In 2004 the symphony
traveled to Hawaii, and their
next destination was still
unknown.





many people don't know
about all the time and effort
we put into our music, but we










men's basketball go up strong
the young men's basketball team bad ahigh outlook on the season, despite going13-11and 9-7 in the NWC.
"We were a young team this year," freshman
Derek Taylor said. "Weare losing two very good
players in Kevin (Wyatt) and .Mike (Larki n), but
we're returning a great group of players; too."
The Pirates showedsome signs of growing
pains by losing five of six during one point of
the season, but gained momentum heading down
the. stretch by winning the final five, three of
which were on the. road.
Junior Jon Young broke his own team record
of three -pointers in a season by hitting 92 (4.0
per game; an NWC best), besting the old record
by 12. Young was named to the NWC. second
team. Junior Lance Pecht was the lone Pirate to
be namedfirst team all-conferenceHowever,
sophomore Bryan Will iams was also named an
honorable mention in theNWC.
Williams led the conference in assists (5.58
per game) and won NWC player of the week on
December 13.
"This was 110t so much a rebuilding year as a
reloading year," Taylor said. "We're looking to
carry tbat momentum-of a fivegame winning
Streak into next year and-really cause some
damage in the conference:'
_ Senior POint guard Mike Larkin looks on With anticipation while senior
guard Lance Pecht drives the lane and takes the pill up strong to score two more poi nts In front
of the home crowd during the almun i game In the Field House.
Left: Junior guard George
'Iucker takes a three - point
shot over a University ofPuget
Sound defender. The Bucs lost
the home contest 69-63.
Fat left: Senior guard Lance'
Pecht stretches for a rebound
underneath the basket duringa
nail biting game held in the
Whitworth Field House.«
*
Photos by Joe Abbot, Jesse Clark & Neal Dixon
women's basketball record breaking
ulling a 22 win, 310ss season the women
P·were met with a huge disappointmentwhen they were not chosen to go to theNCAA postseason tournament.
Bead coach Helen Higgs felt that it was a
"phenomenal year" and that " the players did
everything a coach can ask." The team had an
excellentseason with seniors Tiffany Speer,
Sarah Shogren, Dani Bielec, and Wenchi Liu
breaking numerous records.
Speer and Shogren were named to the
All-NWC team and were. All-American forwards
which didn't surprise Biggs one bit. Bielec also
received honorable mention,
Higgs, in her eleventh season encouraged the
girls throughout the season and helped them
reach their full potential. With the best record in
school history it's safe to Say that the team did
just that.
"It was incredibly disappointing that we
weren'table to play in the NCAA tournament;'
Biggs said. But, Higgs was grateful for the
supportof the Whitworth community,
"The team definitely got slighted this year, but
at least the school and Spokane knows just how
good they really were," senior Thomas Gearhart
said.
_ Eleventh year head coach Helen Higgs brings her team In during a time -
out In a game held at the Whitworth Field House against the University of Puget Sound. After a
quickpep talk they prepare to break and get back into acuon. The Bucs went on to win 74 - 64.
Left: Senior forward Tiffany
Speer drives pasta Pacific
Lutheran University defender
towards' the basket in effort to
score during a horne game.
Despite her efforts the Pirates
lost the game 72 - 62.
Far left: Senior guard Dani
Bielec scores on afast break
against Pacific Lutheran
University. Bielec received
Honorable Mention All - NWC
team honors averaging·9.8
points per game.and led the





Photos by Matt Moore & Neal Dixon
swimming making waJYes
ftcr hours of practice, and miles swam, 'theaswimmers concluded a great season with anawesome NWC meet in their home pool. The
men defended thei r longstandi ng title and took fi rst place
again. The women fought hard and finished second to
UPS.
Junior Loren Killgore and Senior Cory Bergman led
the men' steam to a successful year. Bergman swiftly
took first place in the 200 individual medley and Set a
new pool record, Killgore beat-the competition by .almost
five seconds and took first place in the 500 freestyle.
Even though all of the swimmers fought hard and
performed well, a few athletes stood above the rest. Early
in the season freshman' SamanthaKephart made the list
to continue on to NCAA D-Ill Nationals, She defended
her position very-well as more women improved their
times ro meerNationals qualifying times.
The hard work in practices contributed to the success
of the ,season. Optional practices started September Sth, a
month before 'the officialpractice,seasonbegan,and
continued through March. During most of the year,
'swimmers practiced four 'hours 'a day and five 'days a
week and an extra two hours on Sunday. They even
practiced during Christmas' break, when the-team spent
about 'aweek at Newport Beach spendingalmost .six
hoursa day practicing.
"We pur ourselves through so much together jusr by
training wise that we have roencourage each other and
build one another up. The time together builds really
strong relationships" 'freshman Katelyn Erickson'. said.
-\
Left: JuniorLoren Killgore
talks to his teammates after
finishing the 400 meter
Individual Medley at the NWC
Conference Championships.
Kilgore finished in first place
with a time of4:06.64,
Par left:. Freshman Katelyn
Erickson fights to finish hard
in the backstroke. After
months of practicing, the NWC
championships concluded the
season' for many with a
triumphant success.
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Both men and women show
their moves performing the
Tahitian dance during the
tour's step on the
Island of Tahiti.
Bringing a touch of. Hawaii to WhitworthCollege was the goal
of the 35th annuallu'au here
on campus. This year's
theme was "Na Mokupuni
Polynesia" or The Polynesian
Islands. Every year the
Hawaiian club puts on a
luau in order to share their
culture with the community.
This takes weeks of
preparation and hours of
ded ication from the
leadership of the Hawaiian
club.
The night started off with
to
dinner served by those who
would dance later. Senior
and former vice president of
the Hawaiian Club, Frances
Heu, said that she loved the
food, " it was very good."
Sophomore Christie Stump
said that the reason she went
was for the food and because
her friend, sophomore Julie
Barshaw, told her that the
price was cheap for a lu'au.
Stump loved the food saying
that "the pi neapple was
fantabulous."
Later the club had a
fashion show and then the
performances started. The
even ing was set up as a tour
of all the Islands and
numerous other Polynesian
countries. The M'C's were
Chris Ahsing and Ruth
Vaugh n. Stump said that the
Tahitian dance was her
favorite "It was hot."
Freshman Ashley Johnson
was one of the dancers in the
show. Johnson stated that she
thought "it would be neat to
learn about a new culture























Grab your kneepads andhelmets for toilet racingbecause it is time to head
outdoors! What is going on?
Springfest is here." I've never
seen this many people in the
Loop before!" said sophomore
Stephanie Kreuter.
'Captain Planet" was the
Springfest theme, as the day
coincided with Earth Day this
year. Events began with the
annual fun run and moved to the
much awaited SBQ lunch. While
chowing down students listened
to the all-female band, raining
jane. Impressed by Whitworth
students at last year's Springfest,
the band returned for a second
showing.
entire life," said junior Joel Stenberg.
Things began to wind down after
the" Mr. Whitworth" contest, where
sophomore Drew Williams was
declared winner.
Springfest was a study break for
Whitworth students thanks in large
part to Campus Activities
Coordinator, junior Colette Reid.
" Spri ngfest is somethi ng that all
of ASWC works to put on and J
think everyone in ASWC really
pulled their weight and got the task
at hand completed well. The band
was amazing, the games were fun,
and the booths were creative. It was
great to have people from the
community there," said Reid.
" It's so much fun to have the
time before the end of the year to
hang out with people!" said
sophomore Elizabeth Lang.
Students could stroll along the
Loop and have a glimpse of whal
different Whitworth groups had to
offer at the many booths or enjoy
some of the activities such as
basketball, Blow-up Twister and
Cow Milking. At 2:03, with 560z,
the reign ing champion of the Cow
Milking contest was freshman
Michael Tucker.
" I wish I could say I was really
milking a cow!" said Tucker.
One other very popular activity
was toilet racing.
"Its [toilet raci ng] was probably
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Sophomore Stephany Jeffers









As the twelve actors tooktheir bow after anotherproduction of Whitworth's
spring musical, Godspell, the
audience stood in unison. The
powerful and modern recreation of
the Gospel of Matthew took
Cowles Memorial Auditorium by
storm on April 8-10, and 15-16as
well as April 21 with a special
free performance.
On a set built from scaffolding,
graffiti, and barrel garbage cans,
the cast 1it up the stage with
complicated dance moves and
high-energy songs originally
composed by Stephen Schwartz,
including "Day by Day" and "All
for the Best."
The actors were creatively
attired in torn-up jeans, short
ski rts, and army boots and each
actor had at least one solo as thei r
voices filled the auditorium. The
audience watched parables,
including the prodigal son, the
fanner and the soils, and the
good samaritan, come to life.
"Each character had his/her
own unique personality that was
expressed through their costumes
and attitudes," said freshman Katie
Shaiman. "The show reflected a
huge amount of thought as well as
raw honesty which made the
gospels truly come alive in a new
way. T loved watching my
classmates think through their
roles to share the parables with
thei r own generation."
Directed by Whitworth Theatre
Professor Diana Trotter, the crew,
band, and cast worked for almost
three months to perfect the 1970's
Off-Broadway and Broadway hit,
originally written by John Michael
Tebelak. They found a shared love for
music and theatre amongst each
other and built new and strong
friendships.
'We were a small cast so we got
to know each other real1y well, on a
personal level," said actress Michelle
Crow " We had a lot to gel done and
we worked hard but when we weren't
on stage or in rehearsal it was

















bers belt out one of
the show's
signature tunes,
"All for the Best."
s p r
Freshman Ozzie
Crocco belts out a tune
while singing with his
band during
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April 28th marked the dateof an annual event that hasbeen a part of Whitworth
for over 30 years.
"Mac Hall in Concert began in
the early 1970's by a couple of Mac
Men who wanted a place for the
campus to showcase their talents,"
said sophomore Brennan
McQuerry.
This year's event was held on
the front lawn of McMi Ilan Hall
and donations were accepted and
given to a local charity.
"We raised over $120 for the
Spokane Aids Network" said
sophomore Peter Burke.
Tryouts were held the week
before the event, "Anyone could
come and tryout. There was no
criterion tor Mac Hall in Concert,
the performers just had to be ready
to go a week before the concert;'
said McQuerry.
Nine performers and/or groups
chose to showcase thei r talents to
the Whitworth Community.
Students wrote thei r own songs,
played and sang favorite songs, or
demonstrated a talent that they
possessed. Most of the talents that
were performed during the
evening dealt with music.
Performers were not. given a
time limit, so they demonstrated
,
their true talent to the crowd
without bei ng lim ited. In between
the acts the emcees told jokes and
stories.
Freshman Paul Lack, winner of
Pirate Idol, recreated his winning
drum stick solo/routine for the
crowd and was well received. A
collective ,. Wow,"was heard all
throughout the crowd during
Lack's performance.
To finish off the night, four
Mac Men took part in the annual
Mac Hall in Concert tradition and
swallowed live goldfish from a cup















a solo vocal act
at Mac Hallin
COncert';
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Graduate Shane Lauri gives
Communication Studies
Professor Jim McPherson a






4s the graduates walked intothe arena, they were met withthe elegant sound of the
Whitworth Wind Symphony. Despite
recovering from back surgery that
took place the week before,
President Bill Robinson welcomed
everyone to the commencement
ceremonies. President Robinson
brought smiles and invoked laughter
in the audience when he explained,
" I may need to sit down, I have
been free of drugs for four days and
Tam wearing a girdle."
After explaining that the Class
of 2005 began thei r journey at
Whitworth with the tragedy of
September 11th and ended with the
tsunami, he illustrated how they
had been through some tough times
but succeeded.
The ceremon ies conti Hued when
a 1993 Whitworth alumna was
introduced as the commencement
speaker. Anna Schowengerdt
worked with Catholic Relief
Services in places like Liberia,
Uganda, Iraq, and most recently
Indonesia following the tsunami.
She encouraged the graduates to
have faith that God will send them
in the right direction. She also
explained that "One person can
make a world of difference to those
in need."
She told the graduates they can
help the needy in many ways. She
first found her potential for helping
others when she studied abroad in
Kenya during her education at
Whitworth.
Senior cJass coordinator Mary
Adolfson spoke of the past and the
future ahead. Then the Whitworth
I
Choi r performed two songs and one
included a spiritual dance by junior
Kristen Tewell, sophomore Kyrsten
Hafso, and sophomore Renee Roberts. ~,':i
Cale Mcpherson concluded the student
speeches which lead to the awarding 79
of the Servant Leadership Award and
President's Cup.
Then one -by-one the graduates
came unto stage and accepted their
diploma and shook President
Robinson's hand. The last major to
pass the stage left with audience in
laughter. The theatre majors took one
final bow after taking turns tripping
across the stage. As the ceremony
ended, the graduates left the arena to
meet with friends and family. People
congregated outside the arena to
congratulate, hug, and say their good
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An excerpt of the award-winning investigative report by Chris Collins, editor-in-chief
of The Whitworthian, originally published on February 15.
Wen Bill and PatsyFreeman bought threehouses adjacent to the
Whit worth campus late last
year, the investment was more
than just ami IIion dollars
of north Spokane real
estate.
It was a move to
revive a 40-year-long min-
istry that has left a trail
of broken churches, fami-
lies, relationships and a
small town's worth of
disgruntled ex-members,
say a dozen sources who
have known the Freemans
- somefor more than a
decace-s-and who are
now concerned about the
Freemans' presence at
Whitworth.
'They're a danger - they
haven't changed their pattern,"
said Howard DeYoung, who
graduated from Whitworth in
1973 and knew the Freemans
for about 13 years. "They con-
sider going their way is the
Lord's way"
For the past few years, Patsy
Freeman lived near Portland,
Ore., and Bill Freeman lived in
Moses Lake, an eastern
Washington city. The couple,
who have been married for
nearly 50 years and are in their
late 60s, came together agai n
last year after a fiveyear sepa-
ration. Now the Freemans and
-~-a handful of loyal followers
have moved to Spokane.
A Whitworthian investiga-
tion that included interviews
with pastors, college admin is-
trators, professors, students and
fanner members of the
Freeman group points to a his-
tory of the Freemans that is
complicated and messy.
Ex-members say the
Freemans and thei r followers
are a meandering group of
Christians who have no strong
ties with any outside Christian
group and that its leaders, Bill
and Patsy, are spurred on by a
need to control others and over-
see a flock of adherents.
Specifically, critics say
Patsy Freeman has a "lust" to
manipulate and micromanage
others' Iives-even subtly dic-
tating to some members what
clothes they wear, what color
"... they pai nt their house, how
they clean thei r house, when to
do laundry and how to disci-
pline a child by "breaking their
will." Ex-members say her hus-
band-a Fuller Seminary grad-
uate, author and owner of a
publishing company
-provides the funds
to run their ministry
and acts as a "figure-
head" to the group.
The Freemans
reportedly mai ntain







"""O':..J.......:::""" .. tions are false and
spurred on by former members'
bitterness toward the group.
Though a variety of ex-
members were i nterviewtd--
ranging in age, location and
level of involvement with the
Freemans -most asked that
they not be named. Most of the
ex-members said this was the
first time they were speaking
out publicly about the
Freemans.
Many also said they would
still like to see their relation-
ships with the Freemans sal-
vaged some day and did not
want to worsen things now by
being named. Others said they
feared retribution from the
group if named.
Some former members had
glowing remarks about the
Freemans, though they also
emphasized their concerns
about the group's practices and
future ambitions.
One longtime friend of Bill
Freeman's said the 67-year-old
was "one of the greatest Bible
teachers Ihave ever heard. He
inspi red people." But the ex-
member also said a number of
women feel they "lost a big
chun k of their lives" because of
Patsy Freeman's control tactics
and her husband's repeated




Whitworthian but refused to
answer many of the accusa-
tions that have piled up over
the years. Repeated requests
for all extended interview




he's concerned about the
Freemans' track record with
colleges.
"(Based on) a lot of the
Q&A:
The Freemans
information we have, one of the
strategies of the Freemans is to
target students," McGon igal
said. "We had some serious
questions about the effect of
the Freemans' ministry on
college -aged students;'
President Robinson said
students should be on guard,
but not quick to judge.
"We're encouraged in
scriptures to test the spirits,"
Robi nson said. "We should have
our spirit-testing machine well-
to be vigilant, but not so
vigilant that we find something
that's not there;'
Many former members of
the Freeman group said that the
group's influence and credibili-
ty is waning and is much more
diluted than it was during the
Freeman's zenith in Seattle.
"It's really different now
than it used to be - they don't
have the strength they used to




"Weshould have our spiri t- even without media
testing machine well-oiled attention, the
Freeman group
and functional. Weshould will "fall apart
demandthe truth and be filled anyway.'
with grace. Wejust really "Once word
need to be vigilant b t gets out, eventually
. . ' u. this thing will die
not so v~g~lant that we f~nd anyway," he said.
something that's not there." "It's over. Too much
-Bill Robinson, has happened."
Whitworth President
Q: Who are the Freemans?
A: For the past few years, Patsy
Freeman lived near Portland, Ore., and Bill
Freeman lived in Moses Lake, Wash. The
couple who have been married for nearly
50 years, and are in their late 60s, came
together last year after a five -year separa-
tion and bought three houses adjacent to
the Whitworth campus. Bill Freeman, a
graduate of Fuller Seminary, is a preacher
and author and owns a publishing compa-
ny. There are also a handful of men and
women-- most of them unmarried or dis-
tanced from their spollse- who have fol-
lowed the Freemans to Spokane and live in
the three houses.
oiled and functional. We should
demand the truth and be filled
with grace. We just really need
Q: Where exactly are the Freemans
living?
A: The Freemans bought three houses for
a total of $1,042,000 last September and
November. They are all near the corner of
Whitworth Drive and Hawthorne Road.
One of the houses is the "Blue House"
Whitworth considered purchasing but was
on the market for half a million dollars.
Q: Why are the Freemans in the
spotlight?
A: The Whitworth administration received
phone calls and emails in mid-December
2004 from people who had known the
Freemans. They expressed serious con-
cerns with the Freemans and their prac-
tices. An all student email was sent out by
the administration on Feb. 4 informing





Q: Where are all these "concerns'
coming from?
A: From a number of sources, including
many fanner longtime members of the
Freeman group and two letters, one signed
by 71eldersand another signedby 27 eld-
ers in the Local Church.
Q: Why are they here in Spokane?
A: The Freemans have never publicly said
why they chose Whitworth, though a col-
lege adn'l.inistrator that met with Bill
Freeman in late January said he settled in
here because he likes Spokane and the
Whitworth environment. But former mem-
bers say they are simply setting up shop at
a Christian college campus to start recruit-
ing members. The ex-members said this is
a common pattern for he Freemans.
-Chris Collins
s p r n 9
Freshman Laura Richardson
and the Women's Choir sing
at their final concert. Their
harmonic voices surrounded
the audience in the St.
Augustine Church.




After long and sometimesstrenuous auditions, twogroups developed with
many talented voices. The
women's choir was filled with
strong, magnificent, female
voices, The Whitworth Choir
mixed in women's voices with
those of strong, powerful men.
The Women's Choir sang for the
candlelit Christmas service that
took place in the chapel. Thei r
sound filled the room as Terry
MeGan igal spoke of the bi rth of
Jesus Christ.
During the Christmas season,
both choirs traveled to Seattle to
present their Christmas concert,
"Magnificat." The concert,
offered as a worship service
o I ..
as scheduled and inspired their
audiences.
After perform ing in
California, the choir had one last
performance at St. Augustine's
Church in Spokane. Parents,
students and members of the
community filled the church to
see the concert that had touched
so many people.
'The acoustics are amazing.
They stop singing and sound just
reverberates off the walls and it's
just like ...ah!" said Freshman
Beau Chevassus. The acoustics
made the choir sound even
grander. The group ended the




without applause, allowed the
audience to sing along in some
parts. The signature piece,
"Magnificat," inspired guests for
al most twenty minutes.
'They traveled around and
blessed many people, especially
their director, because I have the
best seat in the house," Choi I'
Director Marc Hafso said.
Tn the spring, the choir
traveled to southern California to
perform thei r concert "Music for
the Seasons of the Church." They
spent a week touring churches
and spreading their talents. They
took a break for a day at
Disneyland and despite many bus
and transportation problems, the
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The Associated Students of Whitworth College(ASWC) worked hard to build a funcommunity amidst the stress of college. The
ASWC consisted of executive elected positions,
hired coordinators and dorm representatives.
Each dorm had one senator, but .---------~
the number of representatives
was based on how many
residents there are. A dorm
received one representative for
every 8S residents, so some
dorms didn't have a
representative.
Elections started as early as
last spring before everyone left
for summer. The final ASWC
members joined in the fall
when everyone returned to
school and all-freshman dorms
voted on thei r senator and representative. The
members of ASWC change every fall, with the
exception of the SERVE Coordinator. The SERVE
Coordinator was the on Iy position that changed
. in January.
Every week, the ASWC Assembly gathered
together for a meeting and discussed events and
happenings on campus. During that time ASWC
planned events, talked about concerns on campus
and deliberated funding for campus activities.
The ASWC members tried to remain connected
to the campus to make sure they
could represent the students well.
"When Iparticipated in programs
as large as campus-wide events down
to dorm-wide events, I saw and
communicated with students that I
otherwise would not have been in
contact with," freshman Jeff Brown
said.
ASWC's biggest goal was to
provide the students activities that
wi II attract and benefit all the
students of Whitworth. ASWC tried
to give students fun activities duri ng
the week to enjoy thei r college experience. They
succeeded with events like Homecoming, Half
Past Nine, Springfest and Midnight Madness.
Dorm senators and representatives also organized
dorm events like Warren Peace and Mac Haunted
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Pirate Bay became the newest invention of Students started by selling their books but PirateASWC this year. A spi n-off of E-Bay,Pirate Bay developed into more. They sold things likeBay allowed C-;:;;;~·~~$~~~~:;furniture, cars, and
students to sell their til even breakfast-i n-bed.
unwanted items on Pirate Bay gave the
Pirate Bay to other students an
students. The students opportunity to make
set the price of the extra cash while help-
item they wanted to sell without any bidding ing others save cash. Sophomore Jared DeJong,
involved. This began towards the beginning of the the ASWC Secretary, created and managed the
year but increased in popularity when people site as part of his job responsibilities.
started buying books for second semester.
____________ --=6=TOI2.Y 5Y COLIN 6TOI2.~
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After more than 30 years, Whitworth Collegedecided that it was time to get a more modernand contemporary sports logo to replace the
old pirate head mascot. The release of the new logo
came in early May, just in time for a spring
unveiling on items in the bookstore.
'The new logo reflects the quality of the
college's athletics programs and does a better job
than the pirate- head graphic of representing all of
OLD LOGO
our student-athletes and coaches," Athletic Director
Scott McQuilkin said in a press release. "As the
success of our athletes and teams conti nues to
increase visibility for the college, it's more
important than ever that we have a strong visual
identity'
This new logo was released on the same day that
the Pirates were announced as the NWC All-Sports





Intramural Co-Coordinator and senior
Matt Duske makes sure all is running
well with the many intramural games.
Photo by Neal Dixon
SERVE Coordinator Alise
Delzell helps sophomore Beau
Pugh outside of SAGA.
Photo by Neal Dixon
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Sports Events Coordi nator Colin Storm tried
to mix up the activities. "I have done some events
that have never been done before such as a BBQ
for Cross Country and Midn ight Madness," Storm
said. "I enjoy the fact that I get paid to do some-
thing I would do for free. I get paid
to go to sporting events and cheer
loud."
Aaron Boyles enjoyed his position
as Outdoor Rec. Coordinator. "I take
great pleasure in seeing a trip go
smoothly and knowing that everyone
is having a good time. I actually
enjoy cooki ng and clean ing and
doi ng other miscellaneous jobs on
camping trips if that means everyone
on the trip is having a good time;'
Boyles said.
Adolfson said one of the reasons
she wanted to be the senior coordinator was
because "I couldn't think of a better way to end
my senior year than to spend it working on all
the events we, as seniors, go through before
graduating:'
This year there were eight coordi nators for thevarious ASWC functions. They were: SportsEvents Coordinator Colin Storm, Campus
Activities Coordinator Colette Reid, Intramural
Coordi nators Matt Duske and Ian McGrady-
Beach, Outdoor Recreation
Coordinator Aaron Boyles,
Sen ior Class Coordinator Mary
Adolfson, SERVE Coordinator
Alise Delzell, and Special
Events Coordinator Philip
Atkins, who resigned during
the second semester, giving way
to Amy Newton.
"I was a resource for
students and helped organize
internships, and volunteer
opportunities," Delzell said.
Delzell explained some things
she changed were, "Community Building Day and
urban plunges and the spring break trip." Being
very involved in SERVE for Delzell was
something she had done for a long time within
her community.
"1 take great pleasure
























Art professors Gordon Wilson
and Barbra Fila are two of the
professors who have been serving
at Whitworth for two decades.
Photo by Neal Dixon
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Whitworth is privi leged to have 35 faculty 30th year worki ng at Whitworth, after starting inand staff that have been here twenty or 1975.more years. There are many reasons for "Friendships in the faculty and community
the faculty and staff to stay. and students and a variety of what llike to
Forest Baird, a Philosophy and Core 250 teach," Bloxham, an English professor, listed as
professor at Whitworth, said his .----------....., her reasons for staying at Whitworth
main reason for staying since '","XThitworthis\MY for so long. The campus is different
1979 was "an amazi ng President \ ~~u ~ because of "physical growth, a lot
and cabinet. .. the leadership is ..I more emphasis on beauty"
first rate." Over the years, Baird UTT~ COI:z.I'I'-1:z. "My little corner of heaven 'till I
has seen many changes. One of OF ~'-AV'-N'tillI get there,"Librarian Gail Fielding
them was styles of playing said to describe Whitworth. When
Frisbee as well as the get there:' asked why she's stayed for 30 years
popularity of the sport. she replied, "The sense of
"Frisbee golf was big, but community, partnering with parents
ultimate was not even heard of;' -Gail Fielding, to help grow their kids and getti ng to
Baird said. And the students Librarian see people come back."
have changed according to Professor of Education Margo
Baird. "There are no weak Long said she liked Whitworth
students," Baird said. students because they are "kids in search of
Laura Bloxham and Gail Fielding, both quality of life in changing the world." Long
graduates of Whitworth, wi II be completing their added," 1 love what T do, always something new."
A. '" _ _
tun:
The five year plan, otherwise known as the year 2010.2005-2010 strategic plan, involved continuing The facilities expansion includes a new dormcharacteristics, expanding facilities, growth, for 160on-campus students. The plan also expects
and renaming Whitworth. The -...;;---------- to provide new space for visual
strategic plan was discussed by the 'XThename change is) arts, performing arts, science and
Board of Trustees at Whitworth, administrative offices.
Apri I 20-22. The continuing a6t,4AI2..T t,40V,- by Science programs have
characteristics are faithfulness to experienced a 51 percent growthWhitworth:'Christ and openness of ideas, rate since 1998.More space is
student-centered ness, as well as needed for the growing number of
academic excellence. -Mark Toone, students interested in science.
Growth in the undergraduate Board of Trustees Based on current discussions,
population will be capped at about Whitworth College may someday
2% per year, however the graduate programs are be renamed Whitworth University. However, this
looking to grow. Also, Whitworth is looking to change will not take place until 2009, if at all.
growth in diversity. As of 2004 there is a 10% Trustee Mark Toone said of the possible name
diversity and Whitworth is hoping for 15% by the change, "It's a smart move for Whitworth"
Members of the Hawaiian Club
perform for the Trustees in
Weyerhaeuser.
Photo by Neal Dixon
Trustee Laurel Coleman talks
with Tammy Reid and Michael
LeRoy during the Spring Board
meeting.
Photo by Neal Dixon
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Students exit Weyerhaeuser Hall
during the Fall semester .
I •
Photos by Dean Dan
Weyerhaeuser Hall, the first new academic Commerce and Management on the third floor, thebuilding built on campus in nearly 50 department of Politics and History and Sociologyyears, was dedicated October 14.An open on the second floor, and various other offices. The
house, featuring a release of doves anpd.;,b;.;.r::;as;;is~ most im]Jortant feature for many was the Robinson
fanfare, was held during HALL Teaching Theatre, named after Bill
homecoming and attended by FACTS: by members of the Spokane
hundreds of campus and community, and the new site for the
community people. three Core classes and many public
The $7.14million, 33,000 square 33,000 Sq. Ft. lectures and presentations.
foot building was named after C. The permanent art collection
Davis and Annette Weyerhaeuser, $7.14 million was on display throughout the
longtime friends of Whitworth. building and Sodexho offered
Dave Weyerhaeuser was a member 668 donors grab-and-go food service under the
of the Board of Trustees for more main stairs. For many, the favorite
than 50 years and was cited by architectural feature was the
President Bill Robinson as the 9 classrooms lantern on the third floor that
trustee most responsible for Whitworth's enduring brought natural light into the center of the
mission and strength. building's top two floors through a hole in the floor
The building housed the School of Global rotunda.
Students enjoy a presentation in the
"Uvshaped room in Weyerhaeuser
Hall.
Core 250 professor
Kathy Storm gives another
stunning lecture, which kept
the attention of all students in
the Robinson Teaching
Theatre.
A look from outside the south side,
entrance of Weyerhaeuser Hall.
Photo by Neal Dixon
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The four Hosanna leaders who
led the student worship service
every Thesday night.
Photo by Nate Chute
Students used their musical
talents to worship Thesday
nights at Hosanna.
Photo by Nate Chute
The student-led gatherings
consisted of worship and prayer. An
application, interview, and a jam
session determ ined the worship
leadership teams last spri ng. The
leaders divided into two teams of
students who alternated weeks and
Jed the worship.
Hosanna gave students the ability
to have a mid-week worship with
contemporary music and praise. It
bonded the students together for one
purpose. They wanted to gather and
worship the Lord with their friends
and classmates.
6TAFF \VI2.IT"'12.
Students filed into thechapel to worship withfellow friends and
classmates every Tuesday night
for Hosanna. Hosanna has
grown over the years and
continued to attract students
with great worship and good
company Freshman Katelyn
Erickson said, "It's really
relaxing to come together and
worship together in the middle
of the week." Erickson, along
with many other students fill
the chapel to praise God.








T1. journey to become a Young Life leaderbegan with the Leadership development classfor all freshmen interested in becoming a
leader. Th rough the class, they learned how to be a
good role model and how to minister to
children. The teacher of the class, Kent
McDonald, brought up many aspects to
bei ng a leader. There are benefits of
bei ng a leader, but they on Iy come after
making some sacrifices. McDonald
explained what it means to be a leader
for God and what qualities they must
possess to min ister to school age kids.
After almost a year of leadership
development class, the students chose to
be placed in a Young Life program.
They could choose between Young Life, which con-
sisted of high school students, and Wyld Life,
which consisted of middle school students. After
they became Young Life leaders, they spent lots of
time with thei r students. The most attracti ng
aspect to children was club time. The leaders
planned weekly club time where they worshiped,
talked and played games. In addition to club time,
the leaders also did contact
work. Contact work allowed
them to visit thei r students at
school and also meet more
students.
Young Life helped leaders in
ministry build a connection
with students around the
community. "It was great and
shocking to see how much
energy a middle school kid has,
but they are so excited to
worship with us," freshman Erika Leeland said.
With the help of the Young Life Leaders, more and















Karli Zimmermann puts her hand in
her idol Harrison Ford's hand while in
California on the Choir trip.
Photo courtesy of Karli Zimmermann
Junior Robert Calbeck does a
tandem jump out of an airplane
during a trip to Canada.




when you need a
break from school
hang out on the beaches of Mexico.
Some student organizations hit the road as
well. The choir and men's and women's tennis
teams spent the week in Southern
Cal iforn ia.
"We got to go to the Pacific Life
Open at Indian Wells," sophomore
Michael Carlson said. Carlson and
his tennis teammates found time to
relax at senior Chad Dierickx's home
in Palm Springs in-between
matches. In addition, the coach
surprised the team with tickets to the
Pacific Life Open tennis tournament
where the team had the chance to
see tennis super-stars including
Andy Roddick, Andre Agassi, Roger
Federer and the Bryant twins. "That was an
experience that I will never forget,"Carison said.
work."
Spring Break was one of the most anticipatedvacations for students at Whitworth. "Springbreak comes at the perfect time; right when




tended to go back to their
hometowns for break, who said
that relaxing at home wasn't a
good thi ng? "I stayed at home
and relaxed and went to church
and this was enough for mer'
said sophomore Bobby Walston.
Some students even went on
mini-vacations from home and
school. Sophomores Tara Yi,
Fa'ana Fanene and Sarah Brogden-Thome all
enjoyed the sunny skies of San Francisco, Calif.






ThiS year Whitworth hosted its first-annual"Relay for Life" event. "Relay for Life" was apart of the American Cancer
Society. This was a nationwide 't think we had a
community-based voluntary health
organization and was dedicated to eli mi-
nati ng cancer as a major health problem
by preventing cancer, saving lives, and
diminishing suffering from cancer. The
ACS does this through research, educa-
tion, advocacy and service.
This event had a huge turnout as
students, faculty and friends camped out in the
Fieldhouse and enjoyed a night filled with games,
-Amanda Smith,
Freshman
food and entertainment. There were many teams
that were formed who walked all night in honor of
fighti ng cancer. Whitworth
raised over $8,000 in support of
the ACS.
"I think we had a great start
to a tradition that we'll hopeful-
ly continue and grow as we
fight cancer," freshman
Amanda Smith said. Sm ith
was Head of Entertainment
and brought in bands like Late 95
Tuesday and various Whitworth student bands.
Cool Whip and the Hawaiian Club also performed.
CjI2..b.AT~TAI2..TTO A
TI2..4DITION"
For part of the night, the Hawaiian
Club gave free Hula lessons to help
support the club and to keep everyone
awake.
Photo courtesy of Amanda Smith
The Mr. Relay contestants struggle to
find some clothes that fit as part of
the drag portion of the contest.
Photo courtesy of Amanda Smith
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the. 2005 men's.tennis team completed one ofthe best seasons in recent years when they• . f nished the season in. 4th place in the NWC,
and with only two seniors leaving, it 100l>slike. a top-
threefinish (112006 isn'toutof the question, But to
get that 4th spot they needed to beat rival Un iversity
of PugetSound, who finished the regular season in
4th place, splitting two matches against the Pirates.
S() wren the Pirates and the Loggers found them-
selves playing each other in the first round of the
NWC tournament; more than a top-four finish was. on
the line. "lcan't even begin to describe the sheer
magnitude of that match," sophomore Michael
Carlson said.
The Pi rates prevailed 5-2 and took. home fourth
place, Senior Chad Dierickx was.second team all-
conference, and coach Mike Shanks .tookhcme
Coach of the Year honors.
The women's team lost a lateseason match to
Whitman geO. But when it really mattered at the
NWC tournament, the Piratesstepped up and peat
Whitman SA In addition to avenging.an earlier
defeat, the Pirates also moved up a.spotfor the fi nal
ranking» in' the conference; Coming into the NWC
tournament tanked sixth, just-behind Whitman, the
. Pirates moved into the fifthposition with their upset
of the Missionaries.
SeniorApril Brasr was selected to the NWC sec-
ond-team, the only post-season award for the Pirates;
*
Left: Freshman 'Iaryn Smith
volleys with a teammate
during practice in preparation
for an upcoming match.
Par.left: Freshman Scott
Donnell serves to his
opponent during one 'of
the final matches held at
Whitworth's Culler
Courts.' A new tennis





Photos by Neal Dixon, TylerZuck and Nate Chute
golf swing away
the Whitworth Golf teams coached by-WarrenFriedrichs did well for themselves this. year.The women did not have enough players to
send a whole team to conference but Junior Kelli
Parker pulled a very close seventh place, just short of
an AU-Conference finish, Coach Friedrichs said that
'the girls got along really well and we had a lot of-fun
together." He hoped to be able. to recruit enough
players to have a full team next year.
In their second season as a varsity team the.men
went into Conference strong andcarrie out the
Northwest Conference Champions. They now hold
Whitworth'sfirstNorthwest Conference title for Golf.
Joe Finley was Whitworth's top.finishershooting
a Z2$ in three rounds, Finleyalougwith the test of
the team worked hard to win this championship play-
ing.in all types of weather including rain in
ICalifornia where the men placed 6th outofthe 18teams that showed up." Tiley played well together and
finished strong," said Coach Friedrichs.
The golf team started with a dream Friedrichs had.
He told Joe Finley and Scott Kramer about itand he
knew that if they stuck with him that.he could recruit
some freshmen and have a team. Finley and Cramer
believed in his dream und now they are part of the
Championship team that also sent Andrew Parrott




Left: Senior Scott Kramer
hits a long. drive during a
practice round at Hangman
Valley Golf Course.
Far left: Senior Joe Finley
prepares to send his tee
shot down the fairway.
«
*
Photos courtesy of Tiffany Speer
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the men's track season kicked off this yearwith indoor invitationals at EWU, WSU, UWand DI. On Saturday, March 5, Linfield hosted
an icebreaker, with men's track members taking top
scores. Runners also took part in the Sasquatch Mini-
Meet at Spokane Community College, EWD
Combined Event Invite, the Dusty Lane Invitational
and the Whitworth Invitational to kick off the season.
At the Sasquatch Mini-Meet, junior Derrick
Dewindt threw the hammer 174'-8", qualifying him
for the NCAA Division m Outdoor Track and Field
Championships. Sophomore Brandon Howell Won
Whitworth's only individual event, the 800 meter run
in 1:58.33.
The men's season continued with a win at the
Pelluer Invitational by Howell. At the Whitworth
Open, sophomore Jeff Grassley was the only men's
winner, running 5,000 meters in a time of 15:44.10.
Ending their season, the men took 5th at the NWC
Championships at Linfield College. Sophomore Doug
Blackburn was AlI-NWC in the 10,000 and 5.000,
Howell had a runner-up finish in the 800, Spaun
finished third in the no high hurdles, junior Ian
Hinton finished second in the triple jump, senior
Austin Richard took second in shotput, and Dewindt
finished third in the hammer throw. Finishing the
season, Howell competed in the NWC championships
held in Iowa. Howell finished Sth in the 800.
*
Left: Junior Ian Hinton
lands in the comfortable,
cool sand pit at the end









Photos by Neal Dixon, Nate Chute and Matt Moore
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~
itworth.sWomen.s track and field team won
• 'fiv" eventsar theBuc Scoring Invitational on
Boppell Track on April 2nd 2005. Not a bad
fi nish for the Whitworth women. Nicole Brown
sprinted to, victories in the 100dash and 200 dash and
ran on the winning 4~tOOrelay-which helped lead the
women to victory.Kristi Dickey won the 5,000 tun, and
Andrea Carnahan won the 800. Whitworth won this
invitational 79-71-54 (Whitwor\h,NNli, and Ut;'S
respectively).
The Whitworth women then went on and took
second place' at the Northwest Conference Trackand
Field Championships, held at Linfield College. "T loved
conference ,because the level of 'competition was a lot
higher and the people were working that much harder:'
said Freshman Megan carper.
Kristi Dickey won an individual title at conference
when she ran the 10,000meters in a season-best lime
007: 49.93,which was just under the NCAA
provisional qualifying mark. She then followed up her
10Kfeat with asecond place finish in the 5,000 with a
time of 18:0570.
Sarah Marken scored in seven different events while
at conference. She was second in both the 100hurdles
with atime of 1576,econds, and the long jump with a
distance of 17' 3S'.Shealso was third in the 100 dash
with a time or J3J3 seconds. Inaddition, she added Srh
place finishes in both the-triple jump and shot putShe
was also on the winning4xlOo relay team which
finished with a time of 4!J.64seconds.:.- ...
Left: Senior sprinter Nicole
Brown comes down the
home stretch of the 200
meter dash during a meet
held at the Boppell Track at
Whitworth COllege.
Far left: Freshman Amy
Anderson and sophomore
Andrea Carnahan leap
over the hurdle, in the
steeplechase event at a
meet held at Whitworth
College.«
*..
Photos by Jesse Clark
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for the 2005 season, the softball team had:~~e~~u~i~:::;sh;e~::~;~~~l;ob~~y~~i:nd the
explained the loyal screaming fans because the
Pi rates came in this season expecting to win. The
Pirates finished the season with a whopping 23-14
overall record.
They were 18-8 in the Northwest Conference and
fin ished third place in the final conference standings,
although they had been predicted for them to wi n
second place. The Pirates graduated seven senior
players: Aubri Azzarito; Holly Hayden, Alana Klaus,
Taja Nault, Andraya Robertson, Laura Romag, and
Patti Stranger.
"I was woken up by the screaming fans alone every
home game on Saturday mornings!" said a sophomore
who lived adjacent to the softball field.
Along with a great record, the softball team broke
some records also. The Pirates set a new record for
shutouts, finishing with fourteen. t, Fourteen
shutouts is quite an accomplishment," said Steve
Flegel, Sports Information Director. The softball
team's success would not be possible if it weren't for
the head coach, Teresa Hansen-Laher.
This was Hansen-Laher's sixth and final year
coaching the Pirates and she helped bui Id a strong
foundation for the softball program. She believed
skins weren't the only element to a team's success but
hard work, attitudes and enthusiasm were also
important. "It's a great privilege to coach such a fine
group of ZOlln women," said Hansen-Laher.
·.
Left: Junior first baseman
Amanda Norwood tries to
pick off anopposing
player at flrst base butthe
runner beats her to the
bag.
Far left: Jurrlor pitcher Jo
Sonnett statts into frer
wind up-ready to fire the
ball across the plate as
her teammate junior first
baseman Amanda
Norwood looks ,00 in
anticipation.
*
Photos by Nate Chute
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led by coach Keith Ward, Whitworth's baseball. team cam~ out.of Conference with a 14.,10 .conference record and 19-18overall, placing
fourth in the Northwest Conference standings. The men
won their last six ·game;s in a row to secure their finish.
With leaders on the. team including .seniors Dan
Lundeberg, Ben McCracken, and Dan Gebbers the team
was bound to kick off a great season. Start! ng off in
early March, the season was opened with a double
header against Pacific University at Merkel Field. The
Pirates 'swept the' Boxers ..away with two wins.jncluding
a 10-7SCore in game one and 12-4 in game two.
The-season continued with winsagainst.Linfield,
Vanguard, and Whitman College in the Northwest
Conference series. The Bucs pulled back over .500 for
the fiEstti me since the' begi n ni ng of the season; Il,.9
overall, and 6-6 in the Northwest Conference. On April
9, the Pirates hosted Willamette University, with the
Beareats ending their losing streak at this doubleheader.
With their 19-18final standing. the Pirates had their
first winning season si nee 2002. The Bucs fought hard
in their final games against Idaho's Lewis-Clark State
College. but came lip short after the three games against
the #1 ranked NA1A team in the nation.
Gebbers was selected to the 2005 ESPN The
Magazine Academic All-District Ylll College Division
Baseball Team. Also seniorcateherJasoo,Martin,junior
starting pitcher Cody-Person, and sophomore shortstop
Nick Froman were named to the All Northwest
Conference second team while Lundeberg, Gebbers, and






Danny Pecka fouls, a pitch
off during a home game at
Merkel Field.
Far left: Junior pitcher
Cody Person starts, into
his wind-up-and delivers a
pitch to the batter waiting
at the plate,













L, 5- 3; L, 12- 3
L, 4-1; L, 13-1;L, ll- 3
L, 17-11;W, 9-8 L, 9-6
W, 10- 5; W, 6-2; W, 20- 5
L,9- 1; L, 6- 5; W. 7- 5
W, 11-7; W, 14-8; W, 8-4
W, 6-4; W, 6-1; W, 11-7
L, 14- 3; W. 7- 5
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Men's Tennis
Pacific Lutheran L, 7-0
Puget Sound W, 4- 3
Pacific W, 7-0
Lewis & Clark W, 5-2
George Fox W, 6-1
Whitman L, 7-0
Linfield L, 6-1
Wi llamette W, 6-1
Puget Sound L, 5-2
Pacific Lutheran L, 6-1
Puget Sound W, 5-2
Pacific Lutheran L, 5-0
Linfield L,6-1
Women's Tennis
Pacific Lutheran L, 6- 3
Puget Sound L, 8-1
Paci fic W, 9-0
Lewis & Clark W, 7-2




Pacific Lutheran L, 7-2
PugetSound L,8~
Pacific Lutheran L, 7-2
George Fox W, 5cI
Whitman W, 5-4
Softball
L, 3-2; L, 2-1; L, 1-0; W, 3-2
W, 3-2; w,. 1-0; L, 4-1; L, 4-2
W, 5-0; W, 7-0; W, 13-0; W, 7-0
L, 1-0; W, 3-1
W, 6-2; W, 5-4; L, 4-1; W, 5- 3
W, 2-0; W, 4-0; W, 4- 3; L, 2-1
































































































































































































































Journalism & Poli Sci
r'.s IiAPJ) fa llf. 'tI.\J1Ul1,































Matthew Duske Joshua Dwight
Covington, Wash. Yakima, Wash.








































































































































































Health, Fitness & Physical Ed
Megan Hanson
Granite Bay, Calif.









Iutl. Business & Spanish
Matthew Hecht
Montrose, Calif.


















Heallh, fitness & PhysicalEd
Lacie Hearst
Normandy Park, Wash.





































































































Music & Arts Admin
Dionne Kelly
Beaverton, Ore.









Math & Compo Sci
Matthew Krueger
Gresham, Ore.





















































































Em i ly Leeson
Portland, Ore.















































































































































































Health, Fitness & Phys. Ed
























































lnu. Business & Spanish
Kelly Renner
Gig Harbor, Wash.















































































































IntI. Studies & French
Krista Shrader
Spokane, wash.










Kara Spore Amanda Steele
Rch Santa Margarita, Calif: Spokane, Wash.












































































































































































































Senior Annemarie Webber performs
her own song at Warren Peace, The
singer-songwriter has been a campus
presence seen in various coffee shops
and concerts through alit her Whitworth
career.
Seniors Tanya Johnson and Catherine
Ghering put makeup on a Mac Hall
Zombie. The two students did the majority
of the makeup for the Mac Haunted House










dinner was a chance
for seniors to gather













•_130 Established; 2(103President: Hannah Dufford









Purpose: To promote Carholic
and non-catholic fellowship.
Activities: Massevery morsh






Purpose: To provide World
information.
Activities: Weekly meetings,




Purpose: To promote the







Purpose: Th inCorporate busrness
I~ari'l'hjg ::withiQIf'fe:epinn'H1I~itj
Activities: lAnimunity",servlce:

























Purpose: ]0 promote outdoor
awareness.
Activities:' Mou ntai 11' cl imbi ng,










Activities:" Scrl mOl,aging" other




Purpose: ~IQCQnnectWe to the,
,Worldwide Church.
Activities: 2005' Missions Om£'" 'a
SI)e,ikerOllBible translation





































Chi nesc NeW lta'f
College Republicans
Established: 2004
President: Alissa Kensok &.
Niki Greendyke.
Purpose: 'Ib promore
conservative values on campus;
Activities: Campaign rally's,





Purposet Bui let com ~lUni~y,to' '
























































Purpose: To celebrate and









Activities: Jazz and Poetry






on walking a tight
rope suspended
between two trees





Focusing on the FUTURE
Freshman Bonnie Hampton enjoys a leisurely rest on a friend's couch
after moving into her room. The week before classes was stressful for







the release of Halo
2. Studeots lined
up outside of Best
Buy at midoight
the night before the
game's release just


































































































































Named in hono,., of
Albe~t A~end, college
,"u,te. f.om 19'25-34




There were 160 students who each came with their ownbackgrounds, cultures, and ideals. They were housedin one building, and developed a community. This was
Arend Hall.
The dorm was constantly in motion and filled with life
and laughter. Even though (he dorm was big and boisterous,
students could still be found in the fishbowl or the lounge
doing their homework or studying late into the night.
People would cut through the lobby on their way from the
HUB to B-J, Stewart, or the Village because Arend was
ideally located. "Arend is centrally located" says sophomore
Erika Prins. This allowed for community building between
the dorms.
There were many activities that occurred in Arend Hall.
"I really enjoyed the cohab night and the BBQ's!" said fresh-
man Hunter Deitzler.
On March 5, Arend hosted the Green with Envy Dance
that occurred in the HUB. Many students attended and
danced the night away to tunes mixed by Arend's own Layne
Stoops. People came dressed in costumes of different eras,
jeans, or semi-formal wear.
-Jamie Rubitschun































































































































Jenkins, Jean of women
The dorm that never sleeps could be the term to bestdescribe Baldwin Jenkins (B-J). Since it is afreshman dorm, there seemed to be a lot of bonding
until the late hours. Activities started by either the leadership
team or the students incorporated many participants.
Even before the students moved into B-J, they had an idea
of what life in B-J would be like. Freshman Christina
Conrad explain that B-J was her first choice because, "I
heard it was fun and wanted to connect with other
freshmen!" There were many opportunities to bond. Some
people said that they even bonded during the reoccurring
fire drills. They participated in many dorm rivalries
throughout campus. The people in B-J definitely bonded and
experienced many memories that will stay with them forever.
One of the most memorable activities caused the donn to
dress up in sophisticated clothes and put on their dancing
shoes for the Moekrail. "It was fun to dress up and go
dancing," explained Caley Ochoa. The night was filled with
music, dancing, and fancy non-alcoholic drinks. The dance
party attracted students from the Village and Stewart.
-Amanda Smith




















































































































Skater 2 on Sony
Playstation. Video
gaming in the






Megan Rieger, and junior
Mary Brewer playa game of
Twister duri ng a hall activity.
p
,-'1Built in 1914, it WM





One of the only all-female dorms was Ballard. Fromthe spacious kitchen and times of baking, to theprime times, the women in Ballard bonded over the
similarities that they each shared.
Ballard was one of the quieter dorms on campus, but that
did not put a halt to the late night conversations, movie
watching, and fellowship that these women shared. " I like
how Ballard is all girls, is not so noisy, the women are kind,
and we make friends easier. The dorm is not so big, it seems
like a family. I like the kitchen and the lobby because I can
talk with many friends as they come in and out of the dorm"
said fresh man Akiko Shinohara.
Many memories were made this year that these women
will not forget, the camaraderie that they shared will never
die, and the spirit of Ballard Hall will forever remain.
" IreaJly liked the party that Ballard had with the
international students. We cooked, played games, and every
culture made different foods to share" said Shinohara.
-Jamie Rubitschun
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Cood,~uded in 2001 v
Nomed Fo~Chuck
BoppelL longtime chaiT'
" of '¥'hitwo~th, boo.d of
\
tT'uS'tees, cmJ his wife,
1(0.1,0.
Numbe1" of S'tudenh it
.-"l hou,e" 84.
LOcatedon the eastern side of campus and known forits suite -style living arrangement, Boppell Hall isWhitworth's newest dorm. Each four -person suite
includes a bathroom, storage room, small kitchen and
common living area, and two bedrooms with bay windows,
unlike any other donn at Whitworth.
Some of the activities held in Boppell this year were the
IOO-person dance Prime Time in September, mud wrestling,
jazz night and random jam sessions. Other highlights
included the car alarm going off at 4 a.m. on multiple nights
and the choice of having scalding hot water or freezing cold
for showers. The dorm senator this year was Megan Lobb.
Boppell Resident Director Nicole Boymook likes what
Boppell has to offer its residents.
"It is a place that allows students to have their own space
with I or 3 of their closest friends. Boppell is a great place;'
said Boymook.
-Chelsea Fisher

































































































































located closest to the Fieldhouse and neXt to Weyerhaeuser
Hall. Named after a Whitworth trustee, Rev. Hugh H. ..~
McMillan, the dorm puts on the annual Mac Haunted House
as well as Mac Hall in Concert.
Some of the Prime Times McMillan had this year were
mini golf, hotseat, cricket spitting, obstacle courses and
massage nights.
Sophomore Brennan McQuerry was McMillan Hall's
dorm president this year and enjoyed his position as well as
being a resident.
'Mac is great because of the huge, rich tradition of the
dorm, it's sister dorms and the awesome building itself. But
the true heart of Mac is all the guys that live there and build

























































































































join the radio team









, B' eyond is a dorm of 20 students, 14 girls and 6 boys.
Students enjoy the small community, "we all know each
other really well' sophomore El isabeth Whitney said.
Through one of the activities, Assassins, the students had a
chance to build community and get to know each other better.
Whitney agreed, ''It helped me to get to know people here:' ,
Schumacher and Beyond shared prime times with McMillan
and Ballard, so there was opportunity for broader community
every night between the {our dorms.
Schumacher is where the health center used to be. For that
reason it had some funny quarks. "There are more sinks than
peoplel,' said sophomore Jessica Carrier. Also, some of the
women who live in Schumacher had rooms named "Exam room
8" or "Physical Therapy."
"Dorm devotions are, well attended," said sophomore Megan
Johnson. That was just one of the. activities this dorm did. Other
activities were big hair bowling and a cookie sale for troops.
-Tiffany TrotterjU
Schumacher residents














































































Ash relaxes in the
HUB after a hard




place to get away





























Numbe,., of stuJenh it
A hou,e" 66.
Named after Rev. Calvin W Stewart, StewartHalifeatures a suite -like room arrangement located nextto Baldwi n Jenkins and the Village. Stewart Hall
has two floors, one occupied by 35 men and the other
occupied by 35 women. Stewart's rooms offer a common
room shared by four residents with two separate bedrooms
on the sides. In 2000. Stewart was renovated with new
carpet, furniture and an indoor bicycle storage room.
Some of Stewart Hall's Prime Times this year included
obstacle courses through Stewart, the" Last Lecture Series,"
smoothie night, worm wrestling, RA service night (where
RAs collected trash among Stewart's residents), Stewart's
senator was Eric Fredrickson.
The Resident Directors for Stewart were alumni
Keats and APl;i1McGonigal. The McGonigals enjoyed
Stewart's community.
"it was a very tight-knit group of residents this year. This
was accomplished through their intentional programming























































































































perfect their art In
Drawing I.
Students are required
to take an art class as






The buildings- we ne initially
jllI!l us-ad CIS" housing foT'
vicibo r-s to the 1974
'Wo"ld~I=a," held in
Spokane.
Number> of S"tudenh ii;
ho"e" 110.
Each dorm within the Village had its uniquepersonality, fanning small close -knir communities.Interaction between the buildings was rare, but within
Tiki, Charis, Hobjob, Shalom, Keola, and Akili strong
friendships formed. "I love that I know everyone's face and
name in the hall of my dorm," sophomore Meara Hall of
Hobjob said.
New traditions Were created; old ones continued. The
school year was marked with TIl nights, big hair bowling
and other events with neighboring dorm, Stewart, and a
strong sense of dorm pride within each hall.
The Vi lIage' s senator, Joe Abbot, was rel ieved of his role
with a new election and Jeff Rodland was sworn in to
represent the six halls.
"I really have felt called to leadership and serving people
so this was a great fit for me. It has been a great experience
and a blast thus far and Iam really glad that I was given the
opportunity to get involved," said Abbot about his new



















































































































Spot ts places new
mulch around trees
in the Loop. Por-
tions of the Loop
were closed off to
foot traffic in the
Spring because






and his brother Lee
Stoops '04, perform in
the HUB Cafe during
the Warren Peace
Concert.
Warren was the biggest dorm on campus. With alarge amount of diversity Warren had manydifferent activities. These included: service
projects, the Mocktail party, and Warren Peace. The students
living in Warren had a lot to say about the deep love they
have for thei r community.
When asked how she felt about Warren, freshman Laura
Arner enthusiastically shouted "What, What Warrenf'
remembering traditiation. Traditiaition was a chance for
freshmen to make lasting friendships wbile getting adjusted
to college life.
"Living in Warren bas allowed me to know many
different students because of the size. It's great to watch
upperclassmen spend time with underclassmen, both
learning from one another and growing. Warren is a unique
environment with an amazing sense of community" junior
Lisa Fox said.
Freshmen Sharon Tabor and Katie Vasquez composed a
poem when asked how they liked Warren. "Oh Warren, how r
love thee and your habitat for humanity, so close to my class
and great people in masses." They went on to say, "Oh
Warren. oh Warren, without you I am incomplete because


















































































































































Politic<11 A .. ,,"'enes.
ReFuge
Th ..ahe
"\0'kt;""oT'-I:h S .. imming
Prom the mi nute you wal ked into the Refuge House yousensed the warm hospitality and relaxing attitude of itsmembers. Hanging from ceiling were pictures of all
their numerous, crazy adventures together.
The Refuge House's famous event was their slumber party
early in the year. Around fifty students lounged in pajamas
and played random games until wee hours of the morning.
'Our goal is to be a place where students can have a home
to be in--a place to relax and play," said house member Erica
Vonk. Her personal favorite was the Ninja Turtles party,
where students watched the enti re trilogy.
'We don't cook as much as people think we do," was the
first thing the women of the Culinary House said when
people started nosing through their CLipboards. However,
they tried to cook a few dinners together each week and
experimented with different ethnic cuisines--Mexican
happened to be their group favorite! They hosted the
Halloween cookie decorating party and hosted a Middle





























































































worked to get fellow
peers, faculty and
staff into the holiday
spi rit by decorat-
ing public places on
campus, including
the HUB, dorms and





....Michelle Crow enjoys a





l: engage iu adiscussion at President.Robinson's house.}. ,
With the increase of students this year, there was adefinite increase in the amount of students whodecided to move off-campus. Certain luxuries of
an off-campus place attracted many people who like their
own kitchen, privacy, and being able to make own rules.
Moving off-campus was the next step to becoming an
independent member of society.
Some said it was cheaper to live off-campus but it may
have had some downsides when worrying about bi lls. " I
really miss taking 45-minute hot showers on campus and not
worrying about the water bill," Junior Emily Benson said.
Off-campus students sometimes felt separated from
Whitworth but really appreciated what it had to otter. Since
they lived Off-campus, they bad to make an effort to find
entertainment. Some said they bung out with close friends,
worked, or even came to events on campus.
ASWC sponsored some off-campus activities like
appetizers at Applebee's, frozen yogurt at Didiers, and pizza
at Boston's. Living off-campus gave students a chance to live
























































































































as beat poetry) can

























dance in order to






















the lack of winter
like weather, so
they found new
ways to bri ng in
the spring a little
sooner.
Ittakes '3 great iJi1a~inatjnn It) picture yotU'$elf as a, rocket scientist,,~specially..when-you toJ1le f~QJ~.asmall town in India. But, after seeing an Apolto
la-on(;~on television.young Kamesh .Sdkaran 'spassion
was stirred. "Ever since I was a kid; 1 'wanted to work
for NASA') he 'recalled.
After attending a boarding school' in the US. and
Iater completi rig an undergraduate degree in Chicago;
he 'attended Princeton Uuiverslty to get his doctorate 'j 0
space propulsion r- desigu'iug.engines for use in the
vacuum of outer space. "Sakaran. was 'on ~liS'way to'
living out his dream of worklngfor ,NASA.
Finished wnbschool.Bakaran had three options,
from which to, chooseu.job at NASA, a research
position at-a urriversirywhere he would teach classes ill
his-specialty 'ora job in the physics department at
Whitworth.
In theprocess ofdedding what -ro-daSakaran
sought the advice ofa good triend,,'a dean 'at 'Princeton
who told him he should think about being it teacher.
Alsoa mentor at hi1'l:church asked him what he would
reerer mesr nor doing. .and Sakaran reahzco he would
[egre~ nor working at Whitworth College, "MY lifelong
dreams and goal's:were not appeal ing anymore," he
said.
Sakaranbelieves; "[There is] no greater joy than
'sharing (jod~s, lovewithpoopler'This was a guiding
ptiq<;ipJe jn his'choice to teach at Whitworth. He
explained why he wanted to teach, ,"[e!1ioy
teachi ng; .jo be G()d 's wirness and an instrument at'
God's tove"
Sakaran wouldbe spending the 'summer at ,NASA
but he ,said,,"[Jt isl uot true joyYWhile' it may not.have
takep himinto.space, Sakaranfollowed his heart-and
mindtoa higher calling at WhitworthCollege.
s,to.ryby tiffany trotter
theology and philosophy
Keith Beebe, Keith Wyma, Terry MeGan igal,
Adam Neder, Jim Edwards,
Forrest Baird, Kent McDonald, Karin Heller,




T~hi;-year marked Diana Trotter', 11thyear, ".. "teachiog'in the. theatre departIllent. You mayhave seen this' dynamo around campus and
quickly. noticed her fiery red-hair-or her personality
thai is so full of life. "Llove.to, dance ..and make the-
arret' said Trotter.
This school year she di recred thy 'Spring malt)
stage production" of "Gedspetj." Originally produced
in )971" this modern musical fol lowed the story of
Jesusfrom the.Gospel of 'Matthew ina very upbeat
contemporary way. "It-was time-to doa musical and
Whitworth has- never done this one, before.rsaid
Trotter.
You would have never known that this.lady: with
the sparkling personality was currently battling
Multiple Sclerosis (thedisease also known as"MS} ":1
had a .hard time when I f rst found out because it was
"all of a sudden, I" said' Trotter. She-did not let the
new~,of having'MS, an incurable diseasestop her
from beiug hertypical energizedself -Thankful ly
~ro~ter had experienced noMx episodes' since, last
spring.
There were certain ly things, she feared about lvfS,
which-attacks muscle conrrol. especiauy .slnce theatre
people work: a Ior with he'd)' movement.t'Tbe thought
of not bei ng.able.to dance is hard for me:" said
Trouer.
Despite; her MS,' Trotter spoke. cpti misucally
apouuhesjtuation.'''lt basbeeri kind of a ,gif\ in that
I've learned to value] ife; and-in reartry everycne is
going ,to have a burden to bear"
sha'nay mcquirter
whhwortb's web designer, Chrisrcpher Nickerson,
describ:ed himself a~'a '''Iife,-'lortg'learner,'; alw~ys
interested .in the, new, developmerits'of technology and
thrilled to be 'in,:a ,pr,ivath college'sacademic wdrl~.
Nickerson "vas,pfilu~rily res~onsible totheIo~k'(Jf
the Whitworth website, and its: usability The website's
goal was to represent Whit\>/OfthCollegein its best ljg~t
and jc prcvide' a usableresource forstudents-on and off
campus, perspective, studen~g,,'and staf~<
(.If you see -auy graphic or picture' (on the" pag~]rhe,
said, "that'S nte,"
Nickerson gfaclu~ted from CaliforniePclyrechnic
State-Universityin-San LtJiS' Obispo with a, ba'che1oJ's
degree iu Sci~o~e,~nd Applied Ar1' ~n~ ~e;;ign.'H~,has
been using his-knowledge-of technology andart design
at \\ihitwbrth fOL five years.
In addition to maintaining.the, we1:>sife,Nitke~son
also taughl 'fot the ert department inweb design .and
Photosnop classes.
"The best part of myjob is being at a college"
Nickerson s1ucI. ,,"I love, tieing around peoplemy.age and
bel ng inan academic seuing."
When jre wasn~t working-at, hissraridiug' desk in
Ha~tho:ne Hall~,hewas" probably providingservices for
[his}ch~rch:t He,desi~n~q and operated First
Presbyterian Church 's.web~ite.
t.1'a1$0 have 1wodogs who demand a Jot of m:i tiHH~:1
~i~ker$?n said;<His German shorthaired-and wirehaired
pcleters.Maggie and '~lega~. kept hie-weekends full.
Nickerson felt that college corrimurricarjcris af~ very
imp\lrtant to 3'rolleg4. .t People don't realiz~how
far~j;e~ching it :'ig," he said rega,r~ins,hi$\ye1?site,",It is ~ht.;,
voice qf Whit\""ort,h,, how Whitworth is per¢eivedby, the;
wOrld."
~e encouraged:' st~dents tQ:' conside~ a'c:l!eer in Web
D~sign a~dcbHegecommunica~ion$ .•, They ,should'have
the ability .to,not be ,afraid,of new technolog)~:' he said.
..They must g~t thei r llands:chqy and,~Q$()i na:
professiona Imanner and with·persona I ,integfit y'.'
story by kelly bastron
211
, ~t'snot about me, ii's an about Whitwort!l."
stated the tallman. behind the, counter" as he.pre-
pareda lauefor theman in HmLTh&:grillding
noises, squeaking fridge. 900r, hissingsteamer, and
whir 'ofcoffee being, made' were the" noisesof
another day at work for Stan 'Bech.
Stan basbeen worki'll!fafWhitwortIl'for I4
years. He start-eel' out in 'thtH>ld'RUB andthen
"mQved into Cowles Auditorium for a year,' he was in
; the cafeareaferfive .years'before rnovlng to ..his
Current location' in the 'former game, rcontBeing
here for so 'long' Stan hasseen numerous. physical
changes jncluding me building of the HUll, the
library, Weyerhaeuser and Boppell.
Stan stetedtharhe just'" Jovescomlng.to work
everydayrand that" it's great to havea job JOu look
forward to 'com lug to:",He .also .said .rhat Wltitwetth
basv.atways-been 'and conrinuesro be-warm and
welcoming" 'which helps, make work, enjoyable.
W~el1'askedwhar Impacr hethinks ..he has had
on-students he' said' tharhc is agooe Hsrener 'ana
good'at ncticlngwheu people.arehaving ·abadda~'
whichenables him ro cheerup the students. To him
this-was-ali a-part of thejob and partof'serving-the
student body.




EvenDan .Nevdahl admsstharbe is known.. "".,' camIJus:' for" hi$ 'hat7:' Somebody had .once. urmedi na,sinliJ~.r ~Il~that' \Vasf?U?d .cr~she;d in a·})arking
lQn~~ecurity..I~slead .~fWattin~. 'foc~omcbod),·tQ
it inquireaboutthe-hat, security assumed it belonged to! Nevdahl,
This "xear·ularked N.e\'~ahl'~.20t~.year.~i.thth~
",biJW9rth .t=acil~ties.Depflrt~~n~..};)r ..tweJ:¢ :ofth~~e
years~~~Vdahlhas ..been wearing his signature ..~o,:boy
haLl1is curreo~ JJa~has ,beeh t~C?IUiPiSs1()ll for four:
years,wheo he' and his wife purchased: matching. hats in
~ne)t lOT their .20th ..ann iyer~ary.
Nev(htld.ha,s··~el1. thecampuschange oVer his 20
:fears.: H.e.,,statted Otl~~'Orkin~ the. nightshift~tthe' old
HUB: ~'Jt.had.char~cter<' -he said,
~owev~r.N~d'abl ,ha~'is best ,~n6wnJ?J: because he
bas :'wot:ked, in ne~J1~~verydorm ov~rthe:lastn 'years.~~t~~.downright, workinP' '.Vith FaJ~ily~~'-he-said., "Everybop y
is c,ar~g andwants.to t~lka~d KrJOWy.rhat's90iJl~,Qtl."
N~v~ahljS ,conf~dent inth~,Whjtw~mh'stud~ltS h~
l1a~,cometokn?W"l'ftlwa!lil:g fO~o~e'ofmy;student5; to
J:)e~orpe"t)fes~ctt:ntt~qsajd. ~,'"~ wha~ar¢ you waiting
fot! Get, out there and b¢c9m~>presidenL~'
Ab9veyart~ J~nes,Nevdahl ,~t~ds :-vith~Nhj{'YOrth.
"I'll fot 'ypu 0-7 even jf YQurare a Democrat"he' $ai~:L
story by .. l

A.'. fter $e.:rv:ing .nin:.e rea:rs ..as Vice p. residen: t6o:r'A~adem" .ic A:ffal'rs' .an.d D.ean. ..?f th~F~c~lty,Tammy f<eidis return in~ t? the classroom next ye~r, Reidgraduated from Whitworth College-in 1960 and-then-returned to teach
EngLish in 1971 -.Tlle last time.' Reid taught as a full ..tim?'profe~sor\Ala$dUT1ng the
J?l87"Sg'~CboQl~year.·I;~l'a J~w:year~.after[hatt' alopg with be~ng associate dean, sh~
was a jrejt-ttme professor and cO;lltinqed, teaching a few classes here and- there
during 'the summer and.Jan-lerm.
Throughout her year~ here.? wherher as a student or.a staff member, ..Reid has
ap?r~ciated th~ opp()rtu~ity ro-'. ".:v~tC?the 'di~te~ent ~eflerations, J have ':round. that
th~studeflts of thlY'.next miU~Il~ium:af~,surprisi~gly:'simibr l~ those ofth~J?69s
in some ways. meaning that themajorityofsttld~rtt:sha",~ chosen whirworth
because they, want to better .underatend their fit1th<iJlq its 'implica!ions:;One
change ,thatT~rn:tn~,?s,::seen'durillg,th~,'d~GadeS,i$ tha~ the stu:dents o[:20Q5 often
h~ye ,ha,d:moreexperience with community service befcee eoming-ro-ccllege and
wantto"contirlue; to be"'engaged, with the commun~ty,aS', partof rhelr education.
When 'a-sked whatchangesshe, has noticed'T11o~tt,Reid,Said,,"Besides' the
addition ofslq1t~hQardsa.nd, the-disappearance ()fc~alkboardsj the nicst-ob ...ieus
change-in the learning environment-in the last 3n,years. is technology and'the.fact
that every' teaching1itation ar Wbitv/orth College :hn (icc.ess··tcr'thiSnew
lechnology;t'
R~jd is g?irlS' to piiS~chtafn. thj~g~ abo!lt being d~an~ but 'sh~ ,also has. m~ny
ihing;s.to' look forV:iard,to; "Right .no~·{ ",,'Or~wirh faculty arid have htt1eto-no
stud~nt.cQn~a~t.·;So'I'in ~ger to.wprkwith·st~dents.~gain. Atthesa.m~:tirne.
~hough>,I'm going to 'I1li.ss.wgrking·closelywith the··faculry·irra,1I.17 ..academJc
departmfmts;espcqiaJ Iy fhos!?Cve helped. hire and then, follQw¢d ,.throughout the
p'rotl1otlon an~'tenute process,"
Re:id ha~ ·also read every' studeni evaluation iPfm thal' was written (hIring her
temm~ a~·dea-p.She.:feels·that this'!1adeher'rnor~ ,aw~e:~H:idhelped he~ ftgl1reaut
h0'Y't~~}"Qfferthe best learning opportuhitl~$.10 .CQnnectwith thc·li~s'of $rtJ.dents.
','Acollege.is in.tlle know~~g~'qusine$$, 'andin order for knowledge, to. truly
tc·hange p~opl~ ,ith~s to ~?nnect ~jth t~m·innlea~lngfldwa}"~/·'.s~e'·Sil~d.
Rei?,~iI] ·he Nj9ining:t~e, E.n~li?h, D~p~rtrn~~t in ~h~!~Il ,and wil Ibe part ()T
t~e Briti~h lSle~'$tudy ~r~gram ..j n ~an 20051 a~well: astea:hing electives fo~
Edu,catjotl~tudeJ1ts, She also hoped t\1'jpin tlle ,COre,35Q teaching teRm a~ part 'Of
her ney.>beginn !.fig: toa .past profes~ipn,











Lilac Juice N SlDoothie Co.
OUR MISSION
"Toprovide living foods
to fuel living cells
within living bodies
enabling people to present
their bodies as a living
sacrifice, holy and
acceptable before God."





take the healthiest course in
all aspects of life including
nutrition: both spiritually
and physically."
"lVievc yoci sCiLci/1 gLve ijOve eveYij
seeci-bwyLvcg -pLClvct ovc tVie fClc,e of tVie wVlOLe
w V"tViCIvcci ~veYij tyee tViCIt ViCiS fYveLt wLtVi
seeci Lvc Lt lVieij weLL be ijWYS fOY fooci.'"
c1evcesLs :l:::g
I
-me y~y",ell FG""'"li:j: Avcgel~, M~rqc{l5"


















Ahre, Jennifer 50, 134
Ahsing, Christopher 71,134














Anderson, Amy 103, 134









































Azzarito, Aubri 104, 113








Baker, Timothy 56, 135




















Bauermeister, Bryn n 114
Baughman, Erica 136
Bauman, Ashley 136





















Bellinger, Hannah 136, 179
Bellwood, Cara 136
Bement, Amy 136
Benedetti, Nick De 42, 148
Ben nett, Adam 136
Bennett, Paul 136
Bennyhoff, Travis 137







Berge, Donald Vanden 200
Bergevin, Brett 1l4
Bergevin, Chad 137
Bergman, Cory 64, 65, 114
Bernal, Rebecca 137































Boerman, John 140, 149,150
Bohnert, Adaml40
Bolka, Ma ry 114
Bond, Katie 140
Bone, Charles 11 140
Bonga, Jamie. .140
Bonnema, David 140
















Boyer, Stacy 59, 141

















Brogden-Thome, Sarah 94, 141
Brooks, Craig ~5, 141
Brown, Abigail 115
Brown, Ch ristopher 141
Brown, Corinne 141


























Burke, Peter 77,.81, 142
Burkholder, Bryce 142







Butterfield, Shawnda 142, 143










Carlson, Michael 94, 96, 142
Carnahan, Andrea 102, 103, 142
Carnegie, Kyle 142
Carper, Megan 102, 142
Carr, Allison 142
Carr, Rachel 142
Carrier, Jessica 142, 169
Carter, Jared 142
































Clarizio, Eri n 146
Clark, Jesse 146





















Coli ings, Cameron 146
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Conley, John 115

















Creek, Emily 50, 147
Crisp, Megan lIS














Prayers and dreams sent you on.
Dorm rooms, swim suits,
books and classes
Broken arm and broken heart
Prayers and dreams sent you on.
London, plays, snow storms,
mind storms
Prayers and dreams sent you on.





Now prayers and dreams send you on.
With love to you always, Brandon
Mom and Dad














Davis, Caroli ne 148













Dejong, Jared 85, 148
Dejong, Vanessa 30, 148
Delmarter, Lindsay 116













Dickey, Elva 36, 148
Dickinson, Pollianna 148







Dixon, Benjamin 49, 149
Dixon, David 149,204













Donnell, Scott 19,97, 149
Dorrnaier, Bryan 55, 149
Dormaier, Kristen 149
Dorsey, Carly 149















Duske, Matthew 54, 86, 116
Dwight, Joshua ]]6
Dyrness, Jonathan 116




















Erickson, Katelyn 64, 65, 92, ]52








FACILITIES SERVICESFadel, Serena Il6Falk, Katie 153













Fisher, Chelsea 20, 31, 153
Fisher, Lindsey 153
Fisher, Rebecca 116




Fletcher, Eri n 50, 153
Fletcher, Maren 18, 153
Fletcher, Mat 153
Fletcher, Ryan 38, 153
Florence, Angela 153
Flournoy, Curtis III 18, ]53
Flowers, Garrett 153
216
A FUTURE SO BRIGHT
SHE'S GaTTA WEAR SHADES
Becky -
It hardly seems possible that the little girl who just yesterday was riding the plastic
ponies at the park is now about to walk across the stage to receive her Bachelor's Degree.
Along the way, you've given us so many reasons to be proud, so many reasons to smile,
and more than a few reasons to laugh. The strength of your personal faith has been an
inspiration. Thank you for the gift that is you. Now you can look forward to many new
adventures in which your love of learning, your quest for meaning, and your commitment
to others will touch so many more lives. Keep looking ahead, but every once in a while,
pause to think back. And always remember that we love you very much.
Love, Mom, Dad and Claudia
Foote, Derek 154














Foster, Nicholas 37, 101, 154
Foster, Noah 117
Fox, Chadae 154





Fredriksen, Eric 87, 154
Freeman, Christine 154
God gives the very best to those
who leave the choice to Him.
Your beauty, love and caring comes from your
pure heart. God has indeed
given us the best.
Pouvoir Dieu benit votre vie comme 11
a beni richement le notre.









Froman, Nicholas 106, 154













Gearhart, Thomas 62, 1I7





Gerig, Jonathan 51, 155
Ged, Tiffany 117
Getman, Melody 155
Ghering, Catherine 50, 79, 117
Giachetti, Bethany 155
Gibbs, Ash ley 155





































Havercroft, Kyle 39, 160
Haverly,Kyle 160










































Hill, Ashley 9, 161
Hill, Christi ne 161













Hixson, Jeffrey 58, 161,204

































Hudson, Meghan 43, 164
Huey,Lucas 119
Huggins, Renee 19,50, 164















































Joh nson, Erika 166
Johnson, Jason 120
Johnson, Jennifer 11, 166
Johnson, Jody 166
Johnson, Joseph 166
Johnson. Mathew 9, 120
Joh nson, Megan 169,166




Joh nson, Rachel 166






















you have come a fong way.
VVeare soyroua of you.
Love,
tMom, 'Daa ana Tony
Paul and [en,
At Whitworth you met, creating your
duet. Congratulations on your graduation
and engagement.
We love you both,
Mom, Dad and MichaeL
•





















Kephart, Samantha 64, 167
Kerns, Joshua 167








Kimura, Eri n 167
Ki ng, Benjam in 13, 167
King, Jessica 167
King, Madeline 167
Kiser, Kari -150, 167
Klaus, Alana 104, ]67


















Kramer, Scott 98, 99, 120
Krause, Beth 170
Krenn, Debra 170


















TIlls great photo memory has hung on our fudge for
over 16 years. We have always enjoyed it and chose it now
since you are the least-likely person to ever have to go to
the office. God has blessed you with a wonderful personality
and we thank Him for all you have meant to us. You truly
live up to your name "Beloved" and after King David,
"A man after God's own heart" We look forward to seeing
what God has planned for your future. Congratulations on
your graduation from Whitworth.








Lingaton, Preston 70, 172
Linn, Hilary 122





Lock lear, Grady 172
Lockwood, Alexander 172











Leahy, Nathan iel 15, 121
Leary, Melchizedek 121

















Labelle, Robert 120Labrie, Kristen 121
Lacey, Philip 170
Lack, Paul 77, 170
Lafferty, Michael 57, 171























We greatly rejoice in all the Lord
has allowed you to accomplish here
at Whitworth. We are so proud of
you. You have grown not only
academically but in your walk
with the Lord. May He continue to
pour out His blessings in your life.
We love you!
Mom, Dad, Ben and Merrily
"I thank my God every time I remember you. In all my prayers of you I always pray with joy ...
being confident in this that He who began a good work in you will carry it on to completion






Long, Paul 37, 172







Lundeberg, Daniel J06, 122
Lundy, Erin 172






, II'j' Madison, Michael 172
Madole, Kath ryn 172
Magno, Christi ne 172
'I Makowski, Rachel 172













Marken, Sarah 102, 122
Markman, Lisa 19, 173
Marsh, Andrea 173







































McGonigal, Apri 1 175
~ David
As you take the next step in
life remember that life is short.
Live your dreams,
Your journey has just begun.
Congratulations!
We are so proud of you,
All our love,
Mom, Dad & Jonathon
McGon igal, Brandan 122
McGonigal, Keats 175
McGonigal, Terry 81















Mcl'herson, Cale 79, 123
McPherson, Erin 123
McPherson, Jim 78
McPherson, Sterling 1)3, 123





Mell inger, Rachel 176
Melton, Ann-Nicole 176
Mensik, Mark 176
Merkel, Albert 54, 177
Merrell, Jonathan 177









Michaelis, Caitli n 177









Mi lotta, David 123
Mi ner, Courtney 177
Miner, Jennifer 123


















































From your first baby laugh
You have brought us a joy unbounded.
And now, it's your time to fly.
So follow your dreams and follow your heart,
Face each new dawn with a smile,
Each new challenge with confidence.
And know our love is with you every step ...
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Matthew
"I can do all things through
Christ who strengthens me."
Phil. 4: 13
Chelsea Ann Fisher
Is it possible that our Precious Chelsea Girl is ready to graduate from Whitworth?
It seems like just yesterday that you were heading off for your first day of Kindergarten
with your Soozi doll ...in your red dress with matching shoes and bow!
You are a LOVE BUG and we are so proud of you!
You are an intelligent, compassionate, gentle, strong, loving, warm, positive, balanced,
beautiful young woman and you are on a beautiful path.
God has blessed us with you! He has blessed you and he will guide you!
The Camp Whitworth Pine Cone Barrier Gates are opening ...and you will
pass through them into the next beautiful chapter of your life.
Just when you think life can't get any better ...prepare yourself ...
because each chapter is just as beautiful as the previous one!
Follow your heart ..listen to your heart ..it will lead you.
We love you!
Your Nana, Your Bapa, Your Mom, and Lindsey!






Nauert, Marti n 178
Nault, Taja 104, 123
Neely, Tyler 123














Newton, Amy 86, 179
Ngo, Duong 179
Nguyen, Cam 17,179
Nicholls, Katheri ne 13, ]79








Norm iIe, Jessica 179































Overstreet, Cari na 182
Oyster, Allison 182







Parker, Benjamin 54, 183
Parker, Joshua 183





Parrott, Andrew 98, 183
Parshall, Jacqueline 183
Parsons, Nicole 124
Pasma, Jonathan 156, 183
Pastrana, Landa 183
Patterson, Heidi 183






Pecht, Lance 60, 61, 183
Peck, Mary 124
Pecka, Daniel 107, 124
Pempe, EI izabeth 183
Peringer, Katherine 183
Perry, Alicia 183
Person, Cody 106, 107,183
Peters. Jennifer 124



















Phi Ilips, Taylor 184






Pol icarpio, Ernestcarl 124
Pooler, Megan 184
Porter, Jessica 184

























Quatier, Jacob 185Quisenberry, David 124
Raborn, Erika 185Rainey, Barrie 185Ramos, Grisell ies 185
Randall, Kierstin 124
Randle, Lawanda 185









Reeder, Shan non 185
Reep, Skyler 124
Reese, Kevin 39, 124
Reese, Krisropher 185
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Richard, Austin 100, 124
Richardson, Jeffre 188




Ridi ngs, Holly 188
Rieger, Megan 150, 188
Riendeau, Cherie 188
What an amazing place Whitworth has been.
You have so many memories and friends for a
lifetime! We are very proud of you and all your
accomplishments! It's hard to wait and see
what God has in store next :)
Lots of love,

















Roberts, Den ni 188
Roberts, Kristofer 188
Roberts, Renee 79, 124
Robertson, Andraya 104, 124
Robeson, Colin 188
Robi n, Leah 188
Robinson, Bill 9,49,79,80,90




Rodin, Anthony 25, 188
Rodin, Ryan 188










Rose, Karla 189, 203
Ross, Kasandra 189
Roth, Kaliene 189
Rubitschun, Jam ie 189
Ruble, Thomas 189






Rush, John IV 125
Ryan, Phillip 189
Sabrowski, Todd 40, 189Samuels, Trisha 189Sanchez, Joseph 125
Sand, Jordan 189


























SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 209




























Seyedali, Ali 41, 190
Shaiman, Katherine 75, 190
Sharp, Matthew 190
Shaw, Katie 24, 50, 190
Sheffels, Trevor 190
Shelton, Joshua 125








Shogren, Sarah 62, 126
Showalter, Whitney 126
Shrader, Krista 126
Sibbett, Jeannie 75, 191
Sibson, Stephen 191
Siebe, Cory 191












Singleton, James 11, 126
Singleton, Rachel 191
Sittser, Catherine 126
Sittser, David 72, 191
Sittser, Jerry 20










Smith, Amanda 95, 194
Smith, Brian 194
Smith, Cam 126
Sm ith, Colleen 194
Sm ith, David 194
Smith, Douglas 194
•
Muchas mujeres hicieron el bien; Mas tu las sobrepujaste a todas,
Proverbios 31 :29
Many daughters have done virtuously, but thou excellest them all.
Proverbs 31 :29
Scripture submitted by her mom, Iris Wilson
Jasmine Iris at graduation Jasmine Iris at graduation Jasmine Iris at graduation
Ramstein Air Force Base
Preschool
Ramstein, Germany
Middle School South Aiken Baptist
Aiken, South Carolina
Bel Air High School
Bel Air, Maryland
... and now your graduation from Whitworth College in Spokane, Washington.
Que I'Eternal fasse te benisse, et qu'il te garde!
Que l'Eternal fasse luire sa face sur toi, et qu'i1 t'accorde sa grace!
Que l'Eternal tourne sa face vers toi, et qu'il te donne la paix!
Nombres 6:24-26
Scripture submitted by her sister, Mile Jocelyn Mary-Estelle
And we know that all things work together for good to them that love God, to them
• who are the called according to his purpose,
Romans 8:28








Smith, 'Iaryn 34,97, 194
Smithers, Ashley 194
Smithson, An ne 194
Snell, Kyle 12, 126
SOCIOLOGY DEPT. 207
SODEXHO 216
Solodyan kin, Oleg 194
Solovyov Yuriy 126
Somes, Rachel 126
Sonnett, Jo 105, 194
Sorenson, Caitlin 194
Sparks, Rachel 126
Spaun, Benjamin 100, 194







Spotts, Russell 185, 194


























ThomaS, Gordon 38, 196









































Troop, Lean ne .200
Trott, Kaithn 11,200
Trotter, Mary 200
Stoops, Layne 126, 139, 187
Storm, Colin 86, 87, 195




Strang, Trevor 32, 195



















































Tucker, George 61, 200









Tyler, Ash ley 200





of you and love you so very much!
Love always,
Mom, Dad, Greg and KaitIyn
But now, this is what the LORDsays-
he who created you, 0 Jacob,
he who formed you, 0 Israel:
Fear not, for I have redeemed you;
I have summoned you by name;
you are mine.
Isaiah 43:1
Valdes, Yazmin 200Vancil, Jonathan 127Vancil, Kurtis 200

































Walston, Bobby 56, 94, 201
Walter, Sara 201
Walters, Clayton 202
















Williams, Marissa 202, 203




Willson, Gwendolyn 19,49, 203
Wilson, Ashley 203
Wilson, Corinne 203
Wirth Jr., Jeff 203
Worden, Dorothy 128
Workman, James 128





Wyatt, Kevin 60, 128
Wylie, Lauren 203
Wyman, Victor 203

























Williams, Andrew 72, 73, 202
Williams, Bryan 60,202
Yarnell, Matthew 128Yeend, Jacquilyn 203Yi, Tara 94, 203
Yoder, Michael 128
Yoshifuji, Marni J28















Zum ini, David 204
Aaron Crosby
Congratulations, Graduate!
We praise God for His power and light in
your life. May you always follow that light!
Jeremiah 29: 11-13
Love,
Mom, Dad, McKenzie and Tyler
Bruehl's would like to thank all
Whitworth students and staff for
.your support over the last 11years!
Home of the best cheesesteak west
of Philadelphia!!
10406 N. Division 468'-8'518'




This page is dedicated to the
2004-2005 Ballard residents for
having the highest turnout at
thei r dorm photo.
-
As I write this, I am putting the final touches on the book. Where do I begin? My time at Whitworth has
been amazing and I couldn't imagine my life without this experience and the people that I have crossed paths
with along my way. From the begi nn ing, I thought getting through college would take a Iifetime, and now I
am wondering where all the years went by. Starting Whitworth with my time in Akili to my senior year in the
'White House," I have enjoyed every moment walking onto campus knowing that I was going to be challenged
that day and prepared for what lies ahead. My professors have given me the knowledge and confidence to head
out into the real world and become a working professional.
I couldn't have done it without my wonderful assistant editors, Renee Huggins, Colin Storm, April Brast,
Neal Dixon and last, but not least, Thomas Gearhart. 1 have learned from each and everyone of you and have
had a ton of fun working with you. You all brought so much talent to the table and without your creativity and
dedication, this wouldn't have been possible. To the staff, you have have taught me mauy things as well. From
conversations in my office, to Yearbook parties, to work nights, I have looked forward to Tuesday evenings at
4:30. To Tad Wisenor, my adviser, you have been so influential to me from the time I was a naive little
freshman in Yearbook. You have also given me the confidence to try new things and ideas. You have been a
friend and an inspiration.
To my family, who have gotten me through deadlines and these last four years. I love you all very much.
Read and enjoy this book knowing that [put my heart and soul into it.
-Cliefsea
Colophon
The 2004-2005 Natsihi was printed by Jostens, Inc. at 29625 Road in Visalia, Calif., 93291.
The in-plant representative was Jeff Witter. The local Spokane representative was Tim
Corrigan. From a pri nti ng of 575 copies, all were circulated at a cost of $40. The 1itho-
coated cover of the 8" by 1075"used four process colors and featured illustrated photogra-
phy manipulated by Thomas Gearhart. The photos were taken by Robert Huggins except
for the landscape shot, which was a file photo. The 248-page book was printed on 80 lb.
glossy enamel paper. The spot color applied to certain sections of the book was Tempo 344
Celery Green. AYT Lynn was used as the base copy at 10point font and captions generally
in AYT Lynn Bold at 9 point. Other typefaces utilized were AYT Albert, AYT Calm, AYT
Christina Print, AYT Ernilce, AYT Goodnarne, AYT Miles, AYT Oldewall, Courier New,
Eras lTC, Viner lTC, Baskerville Old Face, Bradley Hand lTC, Cooper Black, Britanic
Bold, Goudy Old Style, Bookman Old Style, Colonna MT, Lucida Calligraphy, Arial, Calisto
MT, Edwardian Script lTC, Franklin Gothic Heavy, Footlight MT, Century Gothic, and
Kunstler Script. As a computer-submitted book, the Natsihi made use of five IBM compati-
ble computers, an HP Scanjet 5300C, an Epson Perfection 3200 Photo, and a GCC Exlite
XL 20/1200 printer. Software included Adobe InDesign CS, Quark Xpress 6.0, Photoshop
7.0 and Microsoft Windows 2000. Shipments were made on compact discs and all photos
were digitally scanned and sent on compact discs. Student portraits were taken by
Whitworth Computing Services.
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